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ABSTRACT

The error free repair of DNA double strand breaks through the homologous

recombinational repair pathway is essential for organisms of all types to sustain life. A

detaled structural and mechanistic understanding of ths pathway has been the target of

intense study since the identification of bacterial recA the gene whose product is

responsible for the cataysis of DNA strand exchange, in 1965. The work presented here

began with defining residues that are importt for the assembly and stabilty of the RecA

fiament, and progressed to the identification of residues critical for the transfer of A TP-

mediated allosteric information between subunits in the protein s helical fiament

structure. My work then evolved to investigate similar mechanistic details concernng

the role of A TP in the human RecA homolog, Rad51.

Results from non-conservative mutagenesis studies of the N-termnal region of one

subunit and the corresponding interacting surface on the neighboring subunit within the

RecA protein , led to the identification of residues critical for the formation of the inactive

RecA fiament but not the active nucleoprotein fiament. Through the use of specifically

engineered cysteine substitutions we observed an A TP-induced change in the efficiency

of cross subunit disulfide bond formation and concluded that the position of residues in

this region as defined by the current crystal structure may not accurately reflect the active

form of the protein.



These A TP induced changes in positioning led to the further investigation of the

allosteric mechansm resulting in the identification of residue Phe217 as the key mediator

for A TP-induced information transfer from one subunit to the next.

In transitioning to investigate homologous mechansms in the human pathway I designed

a system whereby we can now analyze mutant human proteins in human cells. This was

accomplished through the use of RNA interference , fluorescent trans genes , confocal

microscopy and measurements of DNA repair. In the process of establishing the system

I made the first reported observation of the cellular localization of one of the Rad51

paralogs , Xrcc3 , before and after DNA damage. In addition we found that a damage

induced reorganization of the protein does not require the presence of Rad51 and the

localization to DNA breaks occurs within 10 minutes.

In efforts to characterize the role of A TP in human Rad51 mediated homologous repair of

double strand breaks we analyzed two mutations in Rad51 specifically afecting ATP

hydrolysis , K133A and K133R. Data presented here suggests that, in the case of human

cells, A TP hydrolysis and therefore binding, by Rad51 is essential for successful repair of

induced damage.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Insult to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) can arse from many different environmental

factors and in vivo processes such as radiation, chemical exposure, free radicals from

normal metabolic processes, and errors in DNA synthesis. Different classifications of

DNA damage can by separated into the following general categories: DNA

modifications (i.e. , cross-links), single strand breaks, or double strand breaks (DSBs). To

overcome DNA damage cells of all type have inherent repair mechanisms specific to the

form of damage including single strand anealing, non-homologous end joining, base

excision repair, and homologous recombination (HR). Given the critical importance of

maintaining genome integrity, it is not surprising that defects in these DNA repair

pathways are associated with cancer, conditions that occur by either a predisposition to

genetic disorders through chromosome instabilty or the occurrence of somatic mutations

in genes essential to the repair pathway that contribute to carcinogenesis (Thompson and

Schild , 2002).

The work presented here focuses on understading the high fidelity repair of DSBs

cared out by HR. Methods of repair other than HR have a much greater propensity to

be error prone rather than error free. Figure 1. 1 represents a basic model for HR that can

be broken down into four critical steps: I. Initiation, II. Homologous pairing and strand

exchange III. Branch migration and IV. Resolution. The Initiation step involves the

processing of double strand ends by nucleases and/or helicases to produce free 3' tails of



single strand DNA. This step also involves binding of single stranded binding proteins to

remove any secondary structure introduced in the newly created single strand tails

faciltating the loading of the major cataytic protein in the next step. Homologous pairing

and strand exchange begins with the key cataytic component, RecA or Rad51 , formng a

cooperative nucleoprotein fiament on

the newly processed 3' tail in a 5' to

3' manner. A fast and efficient scan

for homology results in joint

molecule formation. Once

homologous sequences are aligned

crossover strctures known as

Hollday junctions are formed. The

next step, branch migration, involves

a specialized class of helicases to

catayze translocation of the

heteroduplex joints. The fourth ' and

;f 

-....-

patched

Initation

Homologous
pairing and
strand exchange

Branch
migrtion

I Resolution

Figurel. Homologous Recombination Strand
Exchange Model

either spliced or patched products (Figure 1. 1).

final step, resolution, is the nucleolytic cleavage of the crossover structures resulting in

An abbreviated model of HR strand exchange shown in Figure 1.2 ilustrates selected key

components of the pathway. Although the pathway ilustrated here is representative of

human proteins the mechanism is similar for the prokarotic homologs. Upon the

appearance of a DSB (steps I-II) the ends of DNA at the break are processed in 5' to 3'



directional manner by exonucleases

(steps II-III). The resected ends of a

break are initially bound by RPA (E.
o "

- -"

RPA

coli SSB) (steps III-IV) which, among

other functions , serves to remove any

secondar structure in the single strand t: 
tails facilitating accessibility to other

r:--DNA proteins. By virue of its affnity
XRCC3
RadS8
RadSlC
RadSlD

for ssDNA, and perhaps RPA, Rad52

binds to the RPA-coated resected break
VII

...........

(steps IV-V). BRCA2 promotes
Figure 1.2 - Key proteins involved in

recruitment of Rad51 (E. coli RecA) Homologous Recombination

(steps V-VI). Rad52 may stabilize

interactions between Rad51 and the Rad51-paralog proteins e.g. Xrcc3, as well as

interactions between varous Rad51-paralog proteins.

Table 1. 1 lists the known gene products involved in homologous recombination for

bacteria, yeast and humans grouped into categories where they are known and or

hypothesized to function in the pathway (Figure 1. 1). The purpose of this table is to

ilustrate the high degree of conservation of proteins across species. The recA gene was

discovered by Clark and Margulies in 1965 and is responsible for catalyzing HR in 

coli as discussed here but also plays an essential role in the induction of the SOS response

(Clark and Margulies, 1965). This activity is cared out through cleavage of the LexA



S. cerevisiae H. sapians

Mrell/RdaSO/Nbsl
RecQI,4,S;.BLM;WR

Exol

RadSl
RPA

RadS1B, D; Xrcc2,
RdaS2

repressor in response to DNA damage resulting in activation of more than 20 genes

involved in DNA repair. Given the essential role of RecA in recombinational repair

widespread efforts to identify DNA damage repair associated proteins in eukaryotes

resulted in the identification of the S. cerevisiae RA52 epistasis group, a gene family in

which mutations resulted in increased sensitivity to ionizing radiation. This group

includes RA50, RA51, RA52, RA54, RA55, RA57, RA59, MREll and XRS2

(Game and Mortimer, 1974). It wasn t until 1992 that the S. cerevisiae Rad51 protein

was characterized as a RecA homolog followed by discovery of homologs in chicken

(Bezzubova et al. , 1993), mouse (Morita et al., 1993; Shinohara et al. , 1993), fission yeast

(Shinohara et al., 1993), human (Shinohara et al. , 1993) and Xenopus laevis (Maeshima et

al., 1995). Additionally, five RA51 paralog genes were identified based on their

sequence homology of the corresponding protein to Rad51 (20-30%): RA51B (Albala et

al. , 1997; Rice et al. , 1997; Carwright et al., 1998), RA51C (Dosanjh et aI., 1998),

RA51D (Cartwright et al. , 1998; Pittman et al. , 1998), XRCC2 (Cartwright et al. , 1998;



Liu et al. , 1998), and XRCC3 (Tebbs et al. , 1995; Cartwright et al. , 1998; Liu et al.,

1998). Deletion of any of the paralog genes in chicken or hamster cells leads to defects

in HR, increased chromosomal aberrations and increased sensitivity to DNA damaging

agents (Takata et al., 2001; Tebbs et al. , 1995; Cui et aI. , 1999). Studies of the specific

function of these proteins is currently the focus of many researchers in the field.

Both RecA and Rad51 can bind and hydrolyze ATP in a ssDNA dependent maner, bind

to ssDNA or dsDNA and promote strand annealing, homologous pairing and strand

exchange (Baumann et al., 1996; Gupta et al. , 1997; Benson et al. , 1994). While showing

a high degree of homology in the 207 amno acid core domain and a 51 % overall

homology, studies of RecA and Rad51 have revealed significant differences in the way

they function. Bacteria caring a recA deletion are compromised for homologous

recombination events but remain viable yet RA51 knock-out mice show embryonic

lethality, and aRA51 deletion in various cell lines results in extreme sensitivity to DNA

damaging agents, defective repair of DSBs and ultimately cell death (Tsuzuki et al.

1996; Sonoda et aI., 1998). Biochemical analyses have also revealed importnt

mechanstic differences between RecA and human Rad51. RecA requires A TP to

efficiently bind DNA while human Rad51 does not (Knght & DeZutter unpublished).

The rate of ATP hydrolysis also differs. RecA is much more efficient than Rad51 with

kct:: 30 min and 0. 16 min , respectively (Kowalczykowski , 1991; Baumann et aI.,

1996). RecA can catalyze in vitro strand exchange efficiently in the absence of other

cofactors while Rad51 requires the assistance of accessory proteins such as RPA , Rad52



or Rad54 to effciently catalyze the reaction (Roman and Kowalczykowski, 1986; Benson

et al. , 1998; Baumann and West, 1997).

Although RecA has been the focus of Active nucleoprotein Free proteinfiament fiament

important questions remain as to how the

intense studies since its discovery and we

now have a good understanding of most of

the basic mechanistic features of RecA

protein coordinates its varous domains to
Figue - 3 Extended and compressed
states of RecA

car out its regulatory and catalytic activities. Electron microscopic analyses of RecA

revealed that the protein fiament formed in the absence of ATP (the inactive fiament)

assumes a more compressed state (:: 65 - 70A pitch) relative to the active filament

formed in the presence of ATP in which bound DNA is extended and the filament pitch is

:: 95A (Figure 1.3)(Egelman and Stasiak, 1986). Given this dramatic change in pitch

there must be significant conformational changes that occur upon ATP and/or DNA

binding to allow for this. Specifically addressed in the following chapters, we have

identified critical residues involved in free protein fiament formation VS. those essential

for active filament formation, and have shown that A TP binding induces a significant

conformational change at the subunit interface (Chapters II & III). We have also

characterized important molecular determinants of the allosteric pathway involved in the

transmission of A TP-mediated conformational changes between subunits of the RecA

filament (Chapter IV).



The focus of my research shifted from the prokarotic RecA to the human homolog

Rad51 to determne if similar mechanisms were involved in its catalytic activity.

Biochemical assays were in place to evaluate mutat proteins in vitro yet there was a

need to establish a system to evaluate mutats in the context of living cells. The data

obtaned from a combination of more traditional biochemical assays in combination with

genetic and ex vivo (cell culture) assays allows us to see how specific mechanstic defects

in Rad51 afect its functions in the cell. Therefore, I established a system using RNA

interference (RNAi), transient expression of mutant proteins , confocal microscopy and

DNA damage assays to address the functionality of mutant human proteins in human

cells (Chapters V & VI). In the process of establishing ths system we showed for the

first time that Xrcc3 forms distinct cellular foci, both cytoplasmic and nuclear, and upon

DNA damage the protein is redistributed to the nucleus and associates with DSBs

independent of Rad51 (Forget et al. , 2004).

One of the initial questions to be addressed with this system is the role of A TP

binding/hydrolysis for Rad51 function. Given that Rad51 and each of the five Rad51 paralog

proteins has an A TP binding site, regulation of protein-protein interactions required for the

establishment of active repair complexes in the HR pathway may be mediated by specific

A TP binding and turnover events. In fact, recent studies suggest that Xrcc2 acts as an NTP

exchange factor by stimulating ATP processing by Rad51 in a Rad51D-dependent manner

(Shim et al., 2004). Recent data also shows that the stabilty of the Rad51C/Xrcc3 dimer is

regulated by A TP binding and hydrolysis by Xrcc3 (Yamada et al., 2004). Studies in mouse

and chicken cells have led to conficting results regarding the requirement for A 



binding/hydrolysis by human Rad51 to car out its DNA repair function (Morrson et ai.

1999; Stark et al., 2002). Our recent analyses of human Rad51 ATP site mutats using DNA

repair assays in HEK293 cells as well as two-hydrid, co-ip and biochemical analyses provide

novel mechanstic insights into the use of A TP by Rad51. This work is described in Chapter

VI.

Development of the cellular system and RNAi methods now allows us to analyze many of

the components of the HR pathway in human cells, and wil provide a better understanding of

both their overall importance and specific function, as well as the links between HR other

cellular pathways involved in DNA damaging signaling, DNA replication and cell cycle

progression.

:1,-



PREFACE FOR CHAPTER II

In Chapter II we provide evidence that cross-subunit contacts in one region of the RecA

protein interface are different for free RecA protein fiaments vs. RecA-DNA

nucleoprotein fiaments. We have identified Lys6 and Arg28 as important determinants

of RecA oligomer formation and stabilty in the absence of DNA. In contrast, these side

chains are not essential to the function or stabilty of the RecA nucleoprotein filament but

do playa role in optimizing its cataytic efficiency. Our results suggest that in the active

RecA/ A TP/ssDNA nucleoprotein fiament each of these side chains makes cross-subunit

contacts other than those observed in the RecA crystal structure.

This work was accomplished through the combined efforts of Sherif Eldin, Ph. , who

contrbuted to the formulation of the fundamenta questions and data represented in Table

, Karen Logan who contributed to mutat protein purification and performed strand

exchange represented in Figure 2.6, and Danielle Lindenmuth who contributed to data in

Table 2. 1. I contributed to the overall experimenta design, constructed mutants, purified

proteins and collected all the data in the remaining Figures (2.2 - 2.5). I also contributed

to data interpretation and editing/revising the final manuscript.

The data presented in this chapter was published in the Journal of Molecular Biology,

Volume 299 , Issue 1 (May 2000).



CHAPTER II

MUTATIONS IN THE N-TERMINAL REGION OF RECA WHICH

DISRUPT THE STABILITY OF FREE PROTEIN OLIGOMERS BUT

NOT RECA-DNA COMPLEXES

Abstract

We have introduced tageted mutations in two areas that make up par of the RecA

subunit interface. In the RecA crystal structure cross-subunit interactions are observed

between the Lys6 and Asp139 side chains, and between the Arg28 and Asnl13 side

chains. Unexpectedly, we find that mutations at Lys6 and Arg28 impose severe defects

on the oligomeric stabilty offree RecA protein, whereas mutations at Asn113 or Asp139

do not. However, Lys6 and Arg28 mutat proteins showed an apparent normal formation

of RecA-DNA complexes. These results suggest that cross-subunit contacts in this

region of the protein are different for free RecA protein fiaments vs. RecA-DNA

nucleoprotein fiaments. Mutant proteins with substitutions at either Lys6 or Arg28 show

parial inhbition of DNA strand exchange activity, yet the mechanstic reasons for this

inhbition appear to be distinct. Although Lys6 and Arg28 appear to be more importt

to the stabilty of free RecA protein as opposed to the stabilty of the catalytically active

nucleoprotein fiament, our results support the idea that the cross-subunit interactions

made by each residue play an importt role in optimizing the catalytic organzation of

the active RecA oligomer.

,"-



Introduction

Catalysis of genetic recombination and recombinational DNA repair by the RecA protein

requires formation of a nucleoprotein fiament consisting of RecA , single-stranded DNA

and ATP (Radding, 1989; West, 1992; Kowalczykowski et al., 1994; Roca and Cox

1997). Structural studies show that in both the absence and presence of DNA , the RecA

protein forms long helical polymers with approximately 6 monomers per turn (Di Capua

et al. , 1982; Egelman and Stasiak, 1988; Heuser and Griffith, 1989; Brenner et al. , 1988;

Story et al., 1992). Two different forms of the RecA filament, the inactive and active

have been defined by electron microscopic studies (Egelman and Stasiak, 1993). The

inactive structure is seen in the absence of nucleotide cofactor and DNA , and is

characterized by a helical pitch of approximately 65 A. In the presence of both DNA and

ATP, RecA forms the active structure which has a helical pitch of approximately 95 A.

The X-ray structure of the RecA protein fiament displays a helical pitch (82.7 A) that is

intermediate between the inactive and the active form, and therefore, may not reveal the

position of certn amno acid side chains at the subunit interface as they would exist in

the cataytically active form of the enzyme (Egelman 1993; Egelman and Stasiak, 1993).

To identify specific determnants of RecA oligomer stability and function we have

mutagenized regions of the protein involved in subunit-subunit contacts. Previously, we

introduced a varety of mutations at 5 residues (Skiba and Knight, 1994) which are shown

in the crystal structue to make specific contacts with positions in the neighboring

monomer (Story et aI. , 1992). Analysis of recombination and recombinational DNA

,""



repair activities showed that only 3 of these 5 (Lys216, Phe217 and Arg222) are

important for RecA function (Skiba and Knight, 1994). Only the most conservative

amno acid substitution at each of these 3 positions retained wild type-like recombination

activity, but despite this, each of these mutations (Lys216-Arg, Phe217-Tyr and

Arg222-Lys) imposed defects in oligomer formation by free protein, i.e. RecA protein

in the absence of DNA and A TP (Logan et al. , 1997).

In the present study we have targeted 2 different areas of the RecA structure that make up

Figure 2.1 - Details of the oligomeric interactions of Rec:A.(A)RecA dimer assnown in
the crysta structure (Story et aI. , 1992). Highlighted areas correspond to a-helix A and 
strand 0 , and -strand3and a-helix E. Subunt I is on the right and subunit 2 on the left.
Complementa oligomeric surfaces which interact are shown in bold in the center of the
image, aAl- , with 32-aE2. (B) Cross-subunitproxil1itybetweenLys6 (subunit I) and
Aspl39 (subunit 2), and Arg28 (subunit 1) andA,spI12/AsnI13 (subunit2; see text for
descriptionofdistaces). This image has been rotated approximately 180 around the y-
axis relative to that in panel A such that theN-terminal a-helix of subunit 1 (aAr) is on the
left. Side , chains of residues 6, 28, 112, 113 and 139arein bold

par of the oligomeric interface. These are shown in Figure 2. , and consist of a-helix A

and ~-strand 0 (residues 6 - 30) in one monomer (designated subunit 1; Figure 2. 1A) and

~-strand 3 and a-helix E (residues 111 - 140) in the neighboring monomer (designated



subunit 2; Figure 2. 1A). Within these two complementary surfaces, cross-subunit

interactions are largely hydrophobic in nature as 7 hydrophobic side chains are within

van der Waals distance (s; 4 A) of 8 hydrophobic side chains in the neighboring

monomer. In addition, the structure reveals ionic and polar interactions between several

residues that flank this hydrophobic area. The E-NH3 group of Lys6 is 2.9 A from one of

the carboxylate oxygens of the Asp139 side chain in the neighboring subunit (Figure

1B). In addition, one of the nitrogens in the guandinium group of Arg28 (NE) is 3.5 A

from the carbonyl oxygen (O I) of the Asnl13 side chain (Figure 2. 1B), and two of the

nitrogens (NE and N'I1) are within 3. 0 A of the main chain carbonyl oxygen of Asp112.

To determne the importce of these ionic and polar interactions to both the RecA

oligomeric strcture and enzyme function we have introduced several amno acid

substitutions at positions 6, 28, 112 , 113 and 139. The results show that mutations at

positions 6 and 28 have a much more dramatic effect on the oligomer stabilty of free

RecA protein than do mutations at 112, 113 and 139. However, formation of active

nucleoprotein fiaments is not effected by these mutations and RecA function is not

significantly disrupted. Our results support the idea that the N-terminal region of RecA

interacts with the neighboring monomer differently in the inactive VS. active form of the

protein.



Fige 2.2 - Superose6gelfitration profies of wild type
RecAand Lys6-+Ala Asp 139-+Ala

Lys6--AspIAsp139-+LysmutatRecA proteins. Protein

from treated cell extracts was loaded onto. the colilnm such
thattheconcentration of RecAwas 26 JlM. Cellextracts
were prepared and column profies analyzed as described
in Materials and MethQds. Molecular weight stadards
were thyroglobulin (650kDa), ferrtin (44 kDa), cataase
(232 kDa), BSA (68 kDa) and ovalbumin (44kDa).

Protein eluting at the column void volume (:: 8.0 ml) has a relative molecular weight 

Gel Filtration Analysis of Mutant

RecA Proteins - We have developed a

gel fitration assay in which the

oligomeric distribution of the RecA

protein can be analyzed in treated cell

extracts (Logan et al., 1997).

Previously, we demonstrated that the

observed population of oligomers is a

true measure of the oligomeric

distribution of free RecA protein, i.e.

RecA (wild type or any of the

mutants studied) does not form

complexes with residual RNA in the

extract, nor does RecA show non-

specific interactions with other

proteins remaining in the extract

(Logan et al., 1997). A Superose 6

gel fitration profie for wild type

RecA is shown in Figure 2.2A.

Results

s- 9 S 

x 106 Da and corresponds approximately to RecA fiaments 130 monomers and bundles



of fiaments. Protein eluting between 8.0 - 13.5 ml corresponds approximately to RecA

filaments ranging in size from 100 - 10 monomers , and the peak centered at 14.6 ml

corresponds to hexamer-sized RecA oligomers. Electron microscopic analysis of a

mutat RecA protein which is trapped in this latter oligomeric state confirms that this

peak corresponds to ring-shaped oligomers contaning approximately 6 subunits (C.

Lange and K.L.K., unpublished results).

Replacement of the Lys6 side chain with Ala imposes a significant destabilzation of the

RecA fiament (Figure 2.2B). A significant amount of the Lys6-Ala protein elutes

between 13 and 17.4 ml , showing a broad distribution of oligomers ranging in size from

approximately 500 000 to 40,000 Da. These molecular weights correspond roughly to

RecA fiaments contaning 13 subunits and monomeric RecA, respectively. Surprisingly,

although the RecA crysta strcture shows a well defined cross-subunit ionic interaction

between Lys6 and Asp139 , replacement of Asp139 with Ala has only a minimal effect on

the oligomeric stabilty of the RecA fiament (Figure 2.2C). We also created a mutant in

which the positions of these 2 residues were switched (Lys6-Asp/Asp139-Lys). The

gel fitration profile of this protein (Figure 2.2D) shows no larger oligomers eluting in the

column void. The majority of protein elutes in two regions of the profie centered at

approximately 9.5 ml and 15.5 ml. This switch mutant does cause a slight suppression of

the oligomeric defect seen for the Lys6-Ala mutat, as more RecA appears as larger

molecular weight oligomers eluting from 8.0 - 11.5 ml. However, it is clear that overall

oligomeric stabilty relative to wild type RecA has been significantly compromised. Gel

fitration profies of the corresponding single mutants show that the Lys6-Asp mutation



inhbits oligomer stabilty to a far greater extent than the Asp139-Lys mutation (data

. . .- '

Figure 2 3- Superose 6 geLfitrationprofies of wild

type .RecA and Arg28--Ala., Asn113-- Ala,
Arg28--AsnlAsnl13--Arg mutat RecAproteins.
Protein from treated cell extracts was loadedonto the
cohllnn such fuat the concentration of RecAwas 

JlM. Cell extracts were prepared and column profies
anal yZedas described in Experiental, Procedures.

not shown). Therefore, despite the

fact the RecA crystal structure shows

a well-defined cross-subunit

interaction between Lys6 and

Asp139, only substitutions at Lys6

have a significant effect on RecA

oligomer stabilty.

Mutation of another pair of residues

involved in a cross-subunit interaction

in this area of the oligomeric

interface, Arg28 and Asnl13 , results

in a pattern of oligomeric disruption

very similar to that seen for

substitution of Lys6 and Asp139 , i.e.

mutation of the residue in subuni t 

(Arg28) is far more deleterious to

RecA oligomer stabilty than

mutation of the residue in subunit 2

Asn113. The Arg28-Ala mutant

protein no longer forms large molecular weight oligomers that elute in the column void

(compare Figure 2.3A and 2.3B). Although some larger oligomers elute between 8 - 

ml, the majority of the mutant protein elutes in a broad peak centered at 15 ml which



approximates the molecular weight of hexameric RecA. In contrast, the Asnl13- Ala

mutant protein shows a distribution of oligomers very much like wild type RecA (Figure

2.3C). A mutat protein caring two substitutions that switch the position of the wild

type side chains (Arg28-AsnlAsn113-Arg) shows severe oligomeric defects (Figure

2.3D). Gel fitration profies of the corresponding single mutants show that the

Arg28-Asn protein is far more defective in oligomer formation than is the

Asnl13-Arg protein (data not shown). These results lend strong support to the idea that

the Arg28 side chain is an important determnant of RecA oligomeric stability.

Given that mutations at positions 113 and 139 did not significantly effect the oligomeric

stabilty of RecA, we re-examned the crystal structure for other side chains that may

serve as cross-subunit parners for either Lys6 or Arg28. Other than Asp139, the only

other side chain in subunit 2 which is close to the E-NH3 group of Lys6 is Thr89, whose-

OH group is 4. 1 A away (the Thr89 -OH is also 9.8 A from NE of the Arg28 side chain in

subunit 1). However, we created mutat proteins caring either a Thr89-Ala or Val

substitution and showed that each has an oligomeric profie virtually identical to wild

type RecA (data not shown).

Mutations introduced at Asp112 (Ala or Arg) also showed far less of a defect in oligomer

stabilty than would be expected if this side chain was involved in makng a cross-subunit

contact (data not shown; see DISCUSSION).



Effects of Mutations on in vivo DNA Repair Function - The effect of all mutations on

RecA recombinational DNA repair activity, a function that requires formation of an

active nucleoprotein fiament, was examned by V.V. survival assays. Most mutations in

either subunit 1 or 2 had little , if any effect, on this RecA activity (Table 2. 1). For

example , despite imposing significant defects in the oligomeric stabilty of free protein

substitutions at Lys6 and Arg28 result in virtally no decrease in repair activity. Previous

genetic studies of the Lys6-Ala mutat are consistent with our results (Morimatsu and

Horii , 1995). Note that the U.V. survival assays are performed in the absence of

isopropyl- thio-~- D-galactopyranoside (IPTG) whereas

amno acid
substitution

fractional UV
survival

I. mutations in subunitl
K6A
K6D
R28A 1.00
R28D 1.00
R28N

II. mutations in subunit 2
T89A
T89V
D112R
N113A 1.00
N113R
D139A 1.00
D139K

III. mutations in subunits and 2

K6D/D 139K
R28N/N113R
R28D/DI12R

Table 2.1 - in vivo recombinational DNA repair activity of mutat RecA proteins. Recombinational DNA
repair activity was determined by measuring cell survival following exposure to varing doses of u.v.

irradiation (0 - 1.52 J/m sec) and is reported as fractional survival relative to wild type RecA protein
(pTRecA420 in strain DEI663' ). Strain DE1663' carying plasmid pZl50 (Nastri and Knght , 1994)

serveg as the negative control and had a fractional survival = 



for analysis of RecA oligomeric defects 
recA gene expression is induced with IPTG.

Therefore, potential functional defects of these mutats are not being masked by

arificially high levels of RecA protein. Additionally, the double switch mutats

Lys6-Asp/Asp139-Lys and Arg28-AsnlAsnl13-Arg, as well as their corresponding

single mutats show no significant defect in recombinational DNA repair (Table 2. 1).

These results demonstrate that although the oligomeric stabilty of the free protein is

compromised, these mutat proteins must still be capable of formng an active

nucleoprotein fiament upon binding to a single-stranded DNA substrate. Biochemical

analysis of two mutant proteins described below shows that this is , indeed, the case.

Electron microscopic analysis of the Lys6-Ala and Arg28-Ala mutant proteins

supports the idea that while the oligomeric stabilty of free protein is disrupted, both

proteins maintain the abilty to form wild type-like nucleoprotein fiaments on single-

Figure 2. . Electron micrographs of wild type,Lys6-- Ala andArg28-- Ala RecA proteins. Nega

stained electrori l1icrographsQf wild type RecA protein , (A, D), the Lys6--Alamutatprotein (B,

andth.e.Arg28-- Ala mutat protein (C, F). In the absence of DNA (A,B C) the protein coricentra

isZ.OyM. 'Intl1 presence 00 pM q,X174 ssDNA (D, E, F) the proteiriconcentrationis 0.8 yM il

sampfesalsoincluded O.03yMSSB. Black bar in each panel equals O. lym.



stranded DNA. In the absence of DNA wild type RecA forms varous length fiaments

and smaller oligomers (Figure 2.4A) while both the Lys6-Ala and Arg28-Ala mutant

proteins form no observable oligomeric species (Figures 2.4B and 2.4C, respectively). In

the presence of single-stranded DNA, however, both mutant proteins form nucleoprotein

fiaments identical to those formed by wild type RecA (Figures 2.4D, 2.4E and 2.4F).

Effect of Mutations on in vitro RecA Activities 
- Despite the fact that both the Lys6-Ala

and Arg28-Ala mutat proteins form wild type-like nucleoprotein fiaments and show

0. 1 1.
protein cone. ' (JM)

Figue 2.5 - Sing1e stranded DNA binding by wildtype Lys6-+Ala and Arg28--Ala RecA

proteins. (A) Gel shift assays included the indicated concentration ofeachprotein lOjiM,

labeled 97 base oligonucleotide and 0.5 mM A TPyS. Reactions were incubated for I hr aU7

c:prior to electrophoresis, as described (see Material andMethods).
(B) Plot of gel shift

dataexjJressed as% labeled oligonucleotide bound as a function of protein concentration.
Proced1.e is identical to thatin(A) but represents a different experiment.



little defect in carring out repair of U.V. damage in vivo each mutant protein displays

observable changes of several functional propertes including, (i) binding to ssDNA (ii)

cataysis of DNA-dependent A TP turnover and (iii) DNA strand exchange.

Gel shift DNA binding assays were performed using a 97 base oligonucleotide substrate.

Titration of protein using a constant amount of labeled DNA shows that the Arg28-Ala

mutat protein forms a protein-DNA complex with slightly better efficiency than wild

type RecA and with significantly better efficiency than the Lys6-Ala protein (compare

the 1.0 pM lane in each panel of Figure 2.5A). Because gel shift assays with RecA give

rise to a diffuse protein-DNA shifted complex we used the disappearance of free

oligonucleotide as a quantitative measure of relative binding. From Figure 2. , which

plots gel shift data from an experiment independent of that in Figure 2. , we estimate

that half-maximal binding of DNA for the wild type, Lys6-Ala and Arg28-Ala

proteins occurs at concentrations of approximately 0.60 pM, 1.10 pM and 0.45 pM

respectively. Similar gel shift assays were repeated several times and consistently

showed the Arg28-Ala protein binding to ssDNA with slightly higher afinity than wild

type RecA while the Lys6-Ala protein showed significantly reduced afinity.

Each mutant protein showed a slight inhibition of ssDNA-dependent ATPase activity

relative to wild type RecA. Rates of ATP hydrolysis were determned to be 18. 0 and

15.8 mol ADP.min .mor enzyme for wild type RecA and the Lys6-Ala and

Arg28-Ala proteins , respectively.



DNA strand exchange assays were performed using single-stranded circular and

homologous linearzed duplex X174 DNAs. Comparson of the reaction catayzed by

wild type RecA and the two mutant proteins shows several interesting differences. For

wild type RecA , small amounts of initial joint molecules are observed as early as 30 sec

into the time course. This is followed by the accumulation of slower mobility joint

molecules that can be observed from 2 min through the end of the time course (60 min).

Nicked circular products begin to appear at 6 min and reach a maximum between 30 and

60 min. For the Lys6-Ala mutant the appearance of initial and slower mobility joint

molecules is similar to that seen for wild type RecA. However, there is a marked delay in

the appearance of nicked circular product molecules as well as their accumulation during

the 60 min time course. In contrast to wild type RecA and the Lys6- Ala mutant, strand

exchange catalyzed by the Arg28-Ala mutat results in initial joint molecules appearng

more quickly and accumulating to a significantly greater degree during the first 4 minutes

of the reaction. However, this mutat also shows a significant delay in the appearance of

nicked circular product molecules as well as a decrease in their overall accumulation.

Additionally, the Arg28-Ala mutat displays a time dependent increase in the amount

of DNA remaining in the gel well which does not occur with either wild type RecA or the

Lys6-Ala mutant. Formation of these larger protein-DNA complexes may result from

multiple initiation events in which more than one RecA-coated single-stranded circular

DNA has formed a joint molecule with a single molecule of duplex DNA. Together, the

results suggest that while both mutant proteins are partially inhbited for DNA strand

exchange activity, the mechanism of their inhibition may be different (see

DISCUSSION).



Discussion

The crystal strcture of the RecA protein (Story et al. , 1992) provided an explanation to

earlier genetic results which demonstrated that a peptide consisting of the N-terminal 77

residues (Yaranton and Sedgwick, 1982) or the N-termnal 50 residues (Kiselev et aI.

1988) could form mixed oligomers with wild type protein and inhibit its recombination

function. Subsequent biochemical studies have demonstrated the importance of the N-

termnal 33 residues to RecA self-assembly and function (Mikawa et al. , 1995), and also

suggest that folding of a-helix A is coupled to RecA monomer-monomer interactions and

regulation of RecA fiament formation (Masui et aI. , 1997). Recent studies of recA

deletion mutats support the idea that residue 6 defines the minimum length for the N-

termnus of RecA required to form active nucleoprotein fiaments (Zatsev and

Kowalczykowski , 1998). In the present study we have identified Lys6 and Arg28 as

importt determnants of RecA oligomer formation and stabilty in the absence of DNA.

In contrast, these side chains are not essential to the function or stabilty of the RecA

nucleoprotein fiament but do playa role in optimizing its catalytic effciency. Our

results suggest that each of these side chains makes cross-subunit contacts other than

those observed in the RecA crystal structure.

In the RecA crysta structure , the E-NH3 group of Lys6 is within 2.9 A of one of the

carboxylate oxygens of Asp139 in the neighboring subunit (Story et al. , 1992). However

while substitution of Lys6 with Ala blocks formation of larger RecA fiaments, an

,-"



Aspl39-Ala mutation has no significant effect on the oligomeric propertes of RecA.

Likewise, the Arg28 side chain in subunit 1 is within interacting distace of the Asn113

side chain in subunit 2. Again, however, while substitution of Arg28 with Ala imposes a

significant defect in RecA oligomer formation, the Asnl13-Ala mutation shows an

oligomeric profie much like wild type RecA. This suggests that the specific cross-

subunit contacts made by the Lys6 and Arg28 side chains that are important for oligomer

stabilty of free protein are not apparent in the crystal structure. Another interpretation is

that the Lys6""Aspl39 and Arg28..Asn113 interactions seen in the structure are

importt for oligomer stabilty, but in the absence of their normal interacting partners

the length of the Lys6 and Arg28 side chains permts them to find alternative cross-

subunit positions with which to interact. The crystalographic B-factors are somewhat

high for the Lys6 and Arg28 side chains (Lys6 NZ = 52.4; the mean for atoms in the

Arg28 guandinium group = 50.0) suggesting that they are quite mobile and capable of

interacting with alternative positions in the neighboring monomer. Our data also show

that, despite its proximity, Thr89 is unlikely to act as a cross-subunit parner for either

Lys6 or Arg28.

In contrast to the stability of free RecA fiaments , mutation of Lys6 or Arg 28 has little

effect on the formation and function of RecA-DNA complexes. Using electron

microscopy we have confirmed that mutat proteins caring either a Lys6-Ala or

Arg28-Ala substitution fail to form stable oligomers in the absence of DNA , yet form

wild type-like nucleoprotein fiaments in the presence of ssDNA.



Our results are not necessarly predicted by the degree of conservation of each of these

residues across 63 different bacterial RecA sequences (Karlin and Brocchieri , 1996; Roca

and Cox , 1997). Despite the fact that mutation of Asp 139 has no significant effect on

either RecA structure or function, it is very highly conserved, with 61 of 63 sequences

having Asp at position 139. The chemical and steric nature of residue 6 is also very

highly conserved (48 Lys, 15 Arg). Residues 28 and 113 are somewhat less well

conserved with 56 of 63 sequences having Arg or Lys at position 28, and 54 of 63

sequences having either Asn, Asp or Glu at position 113.

Our data for Asp112 are consistent with the interaction between its main chain carbonyl

oxygen and the Arg28 guanidinium group as seen in the crystal structure. The structure

shows the Asp112 side chain pointing inward and within 3.5 A of Argl05 in the same

monomer. Therefore , the slight oligomeric defects observed for the Asp112-Arg

mutation likely derive not from loss of a specific cross-subunit interaction, rather from a

general disruption of the interacting surfaces between subunits.

The severity of the effect of individual subunit interface mutations on RecA function is

clearly context dependent. Previous studies have shown that certn single mutations

within another region of the subunit interface completely inhibit oligomer formation and

enzyme function (Nguyen et al. , 1993; Skiba and Knght, 1994; Logan et aI. , 1997). For

example, a Lys216-Ala or Arg222-Ala substitution blocks formation of long fiaments

and inhbits RecA recombination activity (Skiba and Knight , 1994; Logan et al. , 1997).

In the present study however, mutats caring either a Lys6-Ala or Arg28-Ala



substitution canot form larger fiaments in the absence of DNA, yet form wild type-like

nucleoprotein fiaments on ssDNA and show little or no effect on the 
in vivo

recombination functions of RecA (Table 2. 1). When bound to DNA the interacting

surfaces must be able to accommodate either of these defects. In the absence of either a

Lys or Arg at positions 6 and 28, respectively, other cross-subunit interactions in this area

must provide suficient oligomeric stabilty to promote formation of an active

nucleoprotein fiament. There is, in fact, a much more extensive set of cross-subunit

hydrophobic interactions between the surfaces defined by residues 6 - 30 and 111 - 140

than between that defined by residues 213 - 222 and its cross-subunit complementar

surface (Story et al. , 1992; Skiba and Knight, 1994). Recent studies support the idea that

cross-subunit hydrophobic interactions may account for most of the oligomeric stabilty

within this region of the RecA subunit interface (Zaitsev and Kowalczykowski, 1999).

At present it is not known what contribution these hydrophobic interactions make to the

overall stabilty of RecA nucleoprotein fiaments , but our data show that hydrophobic

interactions alone are not suficient for stabilzation of the free protein fiament.

Given that the recombinational DNA repair activity of RecA is not significantly afected

by mutations at Lys6 or Arg28, are they importt to the cataytically active form of the

protein? Our data argue that while neither is a critical determnant of the structure or

function of the RecA nucleoprotein fiament, each does contribute to the overall catalytic

efficiency of the protein. The Lys6-Ala mutat protein shows a clear defect in binding

to ssDNA and hydrolyzes A TP at approximately 50% the rate of wild type RecA. Nayak

& Bryant (1999) have recently demonstrated that the rate of strand exchange catalyzed by



RecA is directly proportonal to its rate of NTP hydrolysis. Therefore, the partal

inhibition of both ssDNA binding and ATPase activity likely account for the observed

R28A

Figure 2.6 - DNA strand exchange catayzed by wild type Lys6-Alaand Arg28-Ala RecA

proteins. Strand exchange reactions contaned 6.7 pM protein, single-and double-stranded !jX174
DNAs(ss and ds , respectively; 20 f.M each), dATP (3mM) andSSB (2f.M). At the , times

indicated (min, above each lane) samples were removed and added to stop buffer (see Materials
and Methods). Samples were electrophoresedonaO.8% agarose geLinTAEbuffer and DNAs
werevisualized by staning with ethidium bromide. . Products of the reaction include joint
molecules(JM andnicked.circularheteroduplex DNA (NC).

defect in strand exchange. In contrast, the Arg28-Ala mutat protein shows a slight but

significant increase in ssDNA binding afinity over wild type RecA and only a slight

decrease in the rate of ATP hydrolysis. However, this mutat also shows a decrease in

the rate of DNA strand exchange. Results of the strand exchange assay for this mutant

protein are consistent with the idea that a single nucleoprotein fiament (RecA + X174

circular ssDNA) mediates multiple initiation events that give rise to larger protein-DNA

complexes which move very slowly on agarose gels (see Figure 2.6). This would be

expected to inhbit efficient progression of RecA-mediated branch migration of the joint

molecule and slow the appearance of nicked circular products. Therefore, while the Lys6

and Arg28 side chains have little effect on the stabilty of the RecA nucleoprotein

fiament, they clearly contribute to optimizing the cataytic efficiency of the protein.



Although the X-ray structure differs from the inactive and active fiament structures as

defined by electron microscopy, several studies have shown that the crysta strcture

accurately reflects the positions of many residues within the subunit interface as they are

likely to exist in the active form of the enzyme (Nguyen et al. , 1993; Skiba and Knight

1994; Yu et al. , 1998; Skiba et al. , 1999). Partcularly relevant to our study of the N-

termnal region of RecA is recent work by Zaitsev & Kowalczykowski (1999) in which

the authors were able to explain the identity of a specific suppressor mutation within this

region of the subunit interface based on its position in the RecA crystal strcture. In the

present study we have demonstrated that Lys6 and Arg28 are partcularly important

determnants of the oligomeric stabilty of free RecA protein. However, our data suggest

that the cross-subunit interactions observed in the crystal structure may not show the

positions with which they interact in the neighboring subunit. While formation of stable

nucleoprotein fiaments appears not to be effected by mutation of these residues

functional defects are apparent, demonstrating that the wild type Lys6 and Arg28 serve to

optimize the cataytic proficiency of the protein. Given the flexibilty of a-helix A , we

suggest that this is one of the regions that undergoes significant changes with regard to its

interaction with the neighboring subunit when the protein shifts from the inactive (- A TP

- ssDNA) to the active form (+ ATP, + DNA). Further studies have been designed to

address how various mutations within the subunit interface regions effect assembly and

disassembly of both free RecA protein oligomers as well as RecA nucleoprotein

fiaments, and how changes in these processes effect RecA function.



Materials and Methods

Materials - Media (LB , Superbroth) was from Bio 101 , Inc. and antibiotics were added

when appropriate (100 g/ml ampicilin, 50 g/ml kanamycin). IPTG was from

BioWorld. Mutagenic oligonucleotides , sequencing primers and the 97mer used for gel

shift DNA binding assays were made using an ABI 392 DNA/RNA synthesizer.

Restriction enzymes, T4 DNA ligase and X174 DNAs were from New England

Biolabs. Sequenase version 2.0 was from Amersham. Single-stranded circular RV -

DNA (a derivative of M13) was prepared as described (Logan and Knght, 1993).

ATPyS , ATP, ATP-agarose and a protease inhibitor cocktal (40x contains 8 mM 4-(2-

amnoethyl)-benzensulfonyl fluoride, 4 mM EDTA , 0,5 mM bestatin, 5. M E64, 4 

leupeptin, 0. M aprotonin) were from Sigma. RNase-free DNase was from Promega.

bufer contains 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 5% glycerol (w/v), 5 mM ~-mercapto-

ethanol (~-ME) and 0. 1 mM EDTA. R-fitration bufer is R-bufer plus 30 mM NlICl

and 15 mM MgCh. P-bufer contains 20 mM KH2P04lK2HP04 (pH 6. 8), 5% glycerol

5 mM ~-ME and 0. 1 mM EDTA. A-bufer contains 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 20 mM

KCI , 10 mM MgCh and 0.5 mM EDT A.

Strains and plasmids - Mutat recA genes are cared on plasmids derived from

pTRecA230, pTRecA420 or pTRecA430 in which recA expression is regulated by the tac

promoter (Logan and Knght, 1993). These plasmids are identical except for the position

of unique restriction sites withn the recA gene. For cassette mutagenesis procedures we

used the following restriction sites in the indicated plasmids. Except for the AccI site



(codons V138 , D139) which occurs naturally in the recA gene, sites were introduced

using stadard site-directed mutagenesis procedures: pTRecA230 - NotI (codons A81 -

A83); BssHII (codons A104 R105);pTRecA420 - NcoI (codons - , fMet and AI); EagI

(codons Al1 - A13); BglI (codons R33 S34); SalI/AccI (codons V 109, DIlO); AccI

(codons V138, D139): pTRecA430 - AccI (codons V138 , D139); SalI/AccI (codons

V143, DI44). Plasmids were propagated in either of two ArecA E. coli strains, MV1190

(Logan & Knght, 1993) or DE1663' (Nastri and Knight , 1994).

Mutagenesis - Amino acid substitutions were introduced using modifications of a

previously described cassette mutagenesis procedure (Skiba and Knight, 1994) or a PCR-

based procedure (QuikChange; Stratagene). For example, three mutations (Ala, Glu or

Asp) were introduced at Lys6 using a synthetic oligonucleotide cassette contaning a

G(A/C)(G/C) sequence at codon 6 , the wild type recA sequence at all other codons , and

NcoI and EagI overhangs at the 5' and 3' ends, respectively. Top and bottom strands

were each 36 bases long and the duplex cassette was cloned into NcoI/EagI-digested

pTRecA420. Amino acid substitutions were identified by DNA sequencing.

Recombinational DNA Repair Activity in Vivo - Recombinational DNA repair activity

was characterized by measuring cell survival following exposure to different doses of UV

irradiation as previously described (Nastri and Knght, 1994).

Determining the Size of Mutant RecA Protein Oligomers - We have designed a gel

fitration assay which displays the oligomeric size of RecA protein in treated cell extracts,



thereby allowing analyses of a fairly large number of mutat proteins without the need to

purify each one (Logan et al., 1997). The RecA protein concentration in the extract was

determned by comparson with a series of RecA standards on SDS gels which were

analyzed using a Auor-S Multilmager (Bio-Rad). Before loading onto gel fitration

colums, the sample volume was adjusted to give a final concentration of 26 !-M RecA

and DNase was added (30 u for 5 min at room temperature with 10 mM CaCh). Using a

BioLogic Chromatography system (Bio-Rad), samples were loaded onto a Superose 6 HR

gel fitration column (PharaciaiLKB) equilbrated in R-filtration bufer. Columns were

maintained at 4 C. Fractions were collected and aliquots electrophoresed on 10% SDS

polyacrylamde gels. To determine the percent RecA in each fraction gels were analyzed

using a Fluor-S Muiltilmager and Multi-Analyst 1.0.2 software (Bio-Rad). The size of

RecA oligomers was estimated by comparison to protein standards: thyroglobulin (650

kDa), ferrtin (440 kDa), cataase (232 kDa), BSA (68 kDa) and ovalbumin (44 kDa).

The elution volumes of stadards are an average of at least 3 runs.

Protein Purifcation - Wild type RecA protein was puriied as described previously

(Konola et al. , 1995). The Lys6-Ala and Arg28-Ala mutant proteins were purified as

follows staring with 10 I of cell culture. All steps though cell lysis and extraction with

poly-ethylenimine (PEl) were as for wild type RecA (Konola et aI., 1995), and a protease

inhbitor cocktail was added according to the manufacturer s recommendations (Sigma).

Protein was bufer exchanged into R-bufer contaning 50 mM NB4Cl, loaded onto a DE-

52 column (25 ml) and eluted in a 50 - 450 mM NB4CI gradient. Fractions contaning the

mutat RecA protein were pooled, dialyzed in A-bufer, mixed with ATP-agarose resin



(5 ml), washed with 100 ml A-bufer and the mutat RecA protein was eluted specifically

in 3 ml of A-bufer plus 1 mM ATP.

Gel shif DNA binding assay - Reactions (30 ftl) were performed in A-bufer containing

0.5 mM adenosine 5'- O-(thiotriphosphate) (ATPyS) and were initiated with addition of a

5' -end labeled 97 base oligonucleotide to a final concentration of 10 ftM (bases).

Incubation was continued at for 1 hr followed by addition of glycerol to a final

concentration of 12.5%. Samples were loaded onto a 1.2% agarose gel and

electrophoresed in T AE bufer. Gels were analyzed using a Molecular Imager FX and

QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad).

ATPase Activity - Single-strand DNA dependent hydrolysis of A TP was measured as

described (Weinstock et al. , 1981; Konola et al. , 1995). PEl chromatography plates were

analyzed using a Molecular Imager FX and QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad).

DNA strand exchange assay - DNA strand exchange activity was measured as follows.

Reactions (120 ftl) were performed in buffer contaning 25 mM TrisOAc (pH 7.5), 10

mM MgOAc, 1 mM dithiothreitol and 5% (w/v) glycerol. RecA protein (6.7 ftM) was

incubated with both single- and double-stranded CPX174 DNAs (20 ftM each) in reaction

bufer for 10 min at 37 oC. Reactions were stared by simultaeous addition of dA TP (3

mM) and SSB (2 ftM). Aliquots (9 ft1) were removed at the indicated times and added to

stop solution such that the final concentrations of SDS , glycerol and EDT A were 1 

(w/v), 5% (w/v) and 10 mM. Samples were electrophoresed on a 0.8% agarose gel in



TAE bufer and DNAs were visualized by staning with ethidium bromide. Gels were

displayed using a FluorS Multilmager (Bio-Rad).

Electron microscopy - Samples were prepared for electron microscopy by incubating

wild type or mutat RecA proteins at 2. JiM in the absence of DNA , or 0. JiM in the

presence of 3. JiM RV- l single-stranded circular DNA. All reactions contaning DNA

included E. coli single-stranded DNA binding protein (0. 03 JiM) and were pre-incubated

at 37 oC for 5 min. Reaction bufer included 25 mM trethanolamne-HCl (pH 7.5),

mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl and 1 mM A TPyS. Upon addition of RecA reactions were

incubated for 15 min at 37 oc. Reactions were spread onto thin carbon fims on holey

carbon grids (400 mesh) and stained with 1 % uranyl acetate. Samples were visualized

using either a Philips CMlO or a Philps EM400 electron microscope.



PREFACE FOR CHAPTER III

The work in Chapter II provides evidence for an A TP induced conformational change at

the subunit interface within the RecA protein fiament, specifically in the an area defined

by the N-termnal region of one subunit (residues 6 - 30) and the complementa

interacting surface on the neighboring, residues 111- 140 (the same region investigated

using alanine mutations in Chapter II).

Through the use of pair-wise designed cysteine mutations we show here that the

efficiency of cross-subunt disulfide bond formation at certin positions in the interface

changes in the presence of ATP or ATP/DNA. These results further support the previous

findings that specific cross-subunit interactions at the subunit interface are different in

RecA/ATP/DNA nucleoprotein fiaments vs. free RecA protein filaments.

This work was the result of combined efforts of Karen Logan and John Paul Verderese. I

contributed specifically to the overall design of the experiments, data analysis, the

construction and purification of some of the mutat proteins , all of the electron

microscopy and final compilation and editing of the manuscript.

The data presented in this chapter was published in the journal Biochemistry, Volume
, (September 2001).



CHAPTER III

ATP-MEDIATED CHANGES IN CROSS-SUBUNIT INTERACTIONS IN

THE RECA PROTEIN

Abstract

RecA protein undergoes ATP- and DNA-induced conformational changes that result in

different helical parameters for RecA/A TPIDNA nucleoprotein fiaments VS. free protein

fiaments. Previous mutational studies of a parcular region of the RecA oligomeric

interface suggested that cross-subunit contacts made by residues K6 and R28 were more

importt for stabilzation of free protein oligomers than nucleoprotein fiaments (Eldin

et al. , 2000). Using mutant proteins with specifically engineered Cys substitutions we

show here that the efficiency of cross-subunit disulfide bond formation at certin

positions in this region changes in the presence of A TP or A TP/DNA. Our results

support the idea that specific cross-subunit interactions that occur within this region of

the subunit interface are different in RecA/A TPIDNA nucleoprotein fiaments vs. free

RecA protein fiaments.

Introduction

The bacterial RecA protein mediates genetic recombination by catalyzing strand

exchange between DNAs of related sequence. In the presence of A TP, RecA binds to

ssDNA with high afinity and it is this RecA/ATP/ssDNA nucleoprotein fiament that is

the catalytically active form of the protein (Radding, 1989; Eggleston and West, 1996;

Roca and Cox , 1997; Bianco et al., 1998). Recent studies have shown that ATP promotes



high afinity ssDNA binding by increasing the cooperative association of subunits rather

than by increasing the inherent afinity of monomeric RecA for ssDNA (De Zutter and

Knght, 1999). Therefore, our studies of the oligomeric propertes of RecA have

involved the identification and characterization of residues within different regions of the

interface that play importnt roles in the transmission of A TP-mediated allosteric

information as well as in the stabilzation of the oligomeric structure of the protein

fiament.

The present study focuses on an area of the interface defined by the N-termnal region of

RecA in one subunit (residues 6 - 30) and the complementar interacting surface on the

neighboring subunt defined by residues 111- 140 (Figure 3. 1) (Story et al. , 1992).

Early genetic studies using peptides consisting of the N-termnal 77 residues (Yaranton

and Sedgwick, 1982) or the N-terminal50 residues (Kiselev et al. , 1988) suggested that

these formed mixed oligomers with wild type RecA thereby inhibiting its activity.

Subsequent biochemical studies demonstrated the importce of the N-termnal 33

residues for RecA self-assembly (Mikawa et al. , 1995) and also supported the idea that

folding of the N-termnal a-helix (residues 3 - 21) is coupled to RecA self-assembly

(Masui et al., 1997). Although cross-subunit interactions in this region of the interface

are largely hydrophobic, the RecA crystal strcture shows the following cross-subunit

ionic and polar interactions as well: K6-D139, R28-D112 and R28-N113.

Unexpectedly, we have found that mutations at K6 and R28 impose severe defects on the

oligomeric stabilty of free RecA protein, whereas mutations at D112 , NI13 and D139 do

not (Eldin et al. , 2000). However, K6 and R28 mutant proteins showed an apparent



normal formation of nucleoprotein filaments and had nearly wild type-like catalytic

abilities. These results suggested that cross-subunit contacts made by K6 and R28 with

positions in the neighborig subunit are different in the active vs. inactive form of the

protein.

In this study we have created a series of mutant RecA proteins with pai-wise Cys

substitutions at positions 6/139, 28/112 and 28/113 to test the efficiency of disulfide bond

formation under varous conditions. Our data provide a direct demonstration of A TP-

induced changes in cross-subunit interactions made between residues in this region of the

subunit interface.

Results

Design ofCys Mutations. The RecA crystal strcture (Story et al. , 1992) shows that the

1!1

, L. 
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Figue 3.1 - Detals of the oligomeric interactions in RecA. (A) An a-carbon trace of aRecA
dimer taken from the crysta strctue of the helical RecA protein filament (Story et ai , 1992).

Subunit 1 is on the right (yellow a-carbon backbone) and subunit 2 is on the left (aqua a-carbon
backbone). Highlighted areas include (green) and 3/aE (violet). Complementa
interacting surfaces (aA/ Ol with 3ia are in the center of the image. (B) Cross-subunit
proximity ofK6 (subunit 1)/D139 (subunit 2), and R28 (subunit 1)/D1l2/N1l3 (subunit 2). This
image has been rotated 180 around the Y-axis relative to the image in (A).



terrnal region of the protein, defined by a-helix A and ~-strand 0 (residues 6 - 30),

interacts with a region of the neighboring subunit defined by ~-strand 3 and a-helix E

(residues 111 - 140; Figure 3. 1). The majority of the interactions between these two

complementa surfaces are hydrophobic. Seven non-polar side chains in subunit 1 are

within van der Waals distace of eight non-polar side chains in subunit 2. However, the

structure shows that this large hydrophobic cluster is flanked by polar and ionic cross-

subunit contacts. The t-NH3 group of Lys6 is 2.9 A from one of the carboxylate oxygens

of Asp 139 in the neighboring subunit (Figure 3. 1B). Also, one of the nitrogens in the

guandinium group of Arg28 (Nt) is 3.5 A from the carbonyl oxygen of the Asn113 side

chain (Figure 3. 1B), and two of the nitrogens (Nt and Nrtl) are within 3.0 A of the main

chain carbonyl oxygen of Asp112. Double mutats were made with Cys at positions

6/139, 28/112 and 28/113. Single Cys mutants were also created at positions 6, 28 , 112

113 and 139. All mutant proteins could be overproduced and purified.

Table 1: C~I-C~2 cross-subunit distaces between
indicated residues.

cross-subunit pair
Lys6 Asp139

Arg28 Asp112
Arg28 Asnl13
Phe217 Thr150

CB2 distance (A)

6.3

In vivo Function of Mutant RecA Proteins. As shown in Table 3.2 all single and double

Cys mutats maintan a high level of recombinational DNA repair function as measured

by survival in the presence of mitomycin C or following exposure to UV irradiation. All

proteins maintain 75% of wild type recombination activity. All mutants also retained

substantial levels of either inducible or constitutively activated coprotease function.

- - .- -- -..-.



These results demonstrate that each of the engineered Cys substitutions do not

significantly impair RecA function.

Table 2: In vivo DNA repair and Coprotease Activities

Cys mutat fractional UV survival in the presence

survival/30 s of MMC (0.3/0.6 !!g.ml-1.00 1.00/1.0075 1.00/0.1.00 1.00/1.001.00 1.00/1.001.00 1.00/1.0000 1.00/0.75 0.75/0.00 1.00/0.1.00 1.00/0.

wild type

112

113

139

6/139
28/112
28/113

coprotease

i indicates "inducible" activity in the presence of DNA damage. c indicates
constitutive" activity in the absence of DNA damage. All assays were repeated a

minimum of 4 times and the range of stadard errors is 5 - 15%.

Function of Mutant RecA

Nucleoprotein Filaments.

We tested the abilty of each

mutat protein to form

cataytically active

nucleoprotein fiaments 

vitro by assaying for DNA

binding and ATPase

activity. The gels in Figure

2 show that each protein

Figure3.2- Gel shift DNA binding assays. Indicated
concentrations proteins were incubated with as' -endclabeled 97
base oligonucleotide and samples were electrophoresed ona1.2%
agarosegel. Reactions with wild type RecA were done in the
absence or presence of 0.5 mM ATPyS. Reactions with mutat
proteins all contaned 0.5 mM ATPyS.

maintains the abilty to bind ssDNA although for the K6C/D139C mutant protein there is

a substatial decrease in afinity. From plots of ssDNA bound vs. RecA concentration



(not shown) we estimate a app 
of 0.2 ftM for wild type and 0.4 ftM for the R28C single

mutant (Table 3.3). Values of Dapp for the double mutants R28C/N113C , R28C/D112C

and K6C/D139C were estimated to be 0.5 ftM , 1.2 ftM and 3.0 ftM, respectively (Table

3.3). As for wild type RecA , binding to ssDNA by all mutant proteins is dependent on

the presence of ATP (or ATPyS).

Table 3: DNA binding and ATPase Activities

Cys mutat ssDNA binding

aDD (/lMt
wild type

28/113
28/112
6/139

0.2
0.4

1.2

(mol ADP.min .mol RecK

22.

23.

12.

1.3
a K

Dapp was determned from plots of DNA bound vs. protein concentration and

represents the protein concentration at which 50% of substrate DNA is bound. DNA
binding and ATPase assays were repeated 3 times and the standard errors approximated
20%.

Turnover numbers for the ssDNA-dependent ATPase activity were calculated for each

protein (Table 3.3). For wild type RecA and the R28C single mutat V/E:: 23.0 mol

ADP.min .mol RecA- , whereas the double Cys mutant proteins showed varying degrees

of inhibition with the K6C/D139C protein showing almost an 18 - fold decrease in

ATPase cataytic proficiency (Table 3.3).



rr.
Analyses of Oligomeric Properties. The oligomeric structure of the double Cys mutat

proteins in both the presence and absence of A TP and ssDNA was analyzed by electron

microscopy. In Figure 3.3 (panels A - D) we show negative stained electron micrographs

of wild type RecA and the 3 double Cys mutats in the presence of A TPyS. As seen

previously (Di Capua et al. , 1982; Egelman and Stasiak, 1988; Brenner et al., 1988;

Heuser and Griffith, 1989), wild type RecA forms a heterogeneous population of

oligomeric strctues including helical filaments that range in length from 0.03 - 0.

. For the double Cys mutant proteins no fiaments are observed indicating that each

Figure 3. Negative staned electron micrographs of proteinandprotein-ssDNAcomplexes.
Wild type RecA and the thee double Cys mutant proteins were incubated in the presence of 1.0

rriM)\TPyS and absence ofssDNA (A-D) orin the presence of 1.0 mMATPyS and3.011M

phage circular ssDNA (E-H). Protein concentration in the absence of ssDNA (A-D) was2.

11M. Protein concentration in the presence of ssDNAforwildtype R28C/DlI2C and

R28C/N1l3C was 0.8 11M, while the concentration of K6CID139Cwas 4.0 ,11M. White arows
in panel GindicateregionsofssDNA not bound by protein. Black arows in panel Pindicate
the single nucleoprotein fiament observed in this field. . Black barineach panel equals 0. 1 11

pair of Cys substitutions destabilzes subunit interactions that are importt for extended

polymerization in the absence of ssDNA. Although not shown in Figure 3.3 , occasional

longerfilaments (:: 1.0 11m in length) were observed for the R28C/N113C protein in the

presence of ATPyS , although these represented an extremely small percent of the total



protein. These results are consistent with previous studies in which we showed that

either a K6A or R28A substitution inhibited the stabilty of free protein fiaments (Eldin

et al., 2000). Interestingly, all 3 double Cys mutant proteins form a significant amount

of 7-membered ring shaped oligomers (Figure 3. , inserts in panels B , C and D).

In the presence of ssDNA and A TPyS each double Cys mutat protein forms a

nucleoprotein fiament (Figure 3.3F, G and H), but the two that are most compromised in

their DNA binding afinity (K6C/D 139C , R28C/D 112C) show distinct differences

compared to wild type RecA. As expected under the conditions used (0.8 ""M protein

0 ""M bases of ssDNA), very little wild type RecA remains in a free state and all DNA

molecules with bound protein are fully covered , indicating cooperative fiament

formation by RecA on the ssDNA substrate (Figure 3.3E). The R28C/N113C mutant

(Figure 3.3H) forms nucleoprotein filaments that look similar to those formed by wild

type RecA. The R28C/DI12C mutant (Figure 3.3G) shows a defect in cooperative

fiament assembly on ssDNA as most of the DNA molecules with bound protein are only

parially covered. Arrows in Figure 3.3G indicate regions of ssDNA not bound by

protein. The K6C/D139C mutat has the lowest afinity for ssDNA (see above and

Figure 3.2) and even at elevated protein concentrations (4.0 ""M in Figure 3.3F) a

significant percentage of the protein is not bound to ssDNA. Similar to the R28C/NI12C

mutat, the K6C/D139C nucleoprotein fiaments that do form show regions of ssDNA

not bound by protein. The helical pitch of nucleoprotein fiaments formed by the mutant

proteins is similar to that formed by wild type RecA (:: 90-95 A). Together, the

functional and structural analyses show that despite defects in DNA binding afinity and



cooperative filament assembly on ssDNA , cross-subunt disulfide formation between the

engineered Cys residues in the mutant proteins should accurately reflect the position of

these side chains in the catalytically active form of the RecA fiament.

The oligomeric properties of the mutat proteins were also analyzed by gel fitration

under conditions that closely matched those used in the disulfide cross-linkng

experiments , i.e. at protein concentrations 30 11M. The Superose 6 profie in Figure

12 
Figure 3.4 - Gelfiltration profies of wild type RecAandthe three double Cys mutat proteins.

Superose.6 gel fitration profies reveaLthat the. engineered Cys mutations inhbitformationlarger
oligomeric.species. Largeroligomers observed with wild type RecA (A) and theR28C/DI12C
protein (C) undergo an ATP-inducedshift to smaller, sizes, -.her.eas the oligomeric distribution of
K6C/D139C(B) andR2C/NI13C (D) islargelyunaffectedby the presence of A TP. Size markers

are thyroglobulin (650 IcDa), ferritin(44lcDa), cataase (232kPa)and BSA (68 kDa).

3.4A shows that wild type RecA forms a heterogeneous mix of oligomers ranging from

5 x 10 Da to 68 kDa. In the presence of A TPyS the oligomeric population undergoes a

general shift to smaller sizes, a result that is consistent with previous studies using

electron microscopy, light scattering and gel fitration (Brenner et al. , 1988; Heuser and



Griffth, 1989; Wilson and Benight, 1990; Ruigrok and DiCapua, 1991). In contrast

each of the mutat proteins shows a profie suggesting that the Cys mutations limit stable

fiament formation in either the absence or presence of A TPyS. The R28C/D112C

protein retains some abilty to form larger oligomers , and these shift to a smaller size in

the presence of ATPyS. However, in this assay ATPyS does not show a significant effect

on the oligomeric distribution of the K6C/DI39C and R28C/NI13C proteins.

Formation of Cross-subunit Disulfde Bonds. Formation of cross-subunit disulfides was

determned for each of the

double Cys mutant proteins

under 3 different conditions

in the absence of A TPyS

and ssDNA, in the presence

of ATPyS alone, and in the

presence of both A TPyS and

ssDNA. We found that the

efficiency of disulfide

formation was not afected

by addition of oxidizing

reagents, therefore all

disulfides observed in this

study result from

Figure 3.5 - Dislifide cross-linkng perfQrmedusing the
engineered double Cys mutant proteins. Proteins (30 f1M) were
incubated at37 Cfor 60 min inthe absence orpr sence of

ATPySand ssDNA asilldicated, and processed as described in
EXPERINTAL PROCEDURES, Monomeric RecA (38
kDa) runsneadhe bottom of the gel while, slower mobilty bands
represent disulfide cross-linked dimers, trimers, etc. The
efficiency of disulfide formation increases in the R28C/D 112C
and R28C/NI13C proteins in thepr sence of eitherA TPyS or
ATPS/ssDNA.

spontaneous cross-linkng due to the proximity of the interacting Cys residues.



Cross-linkng reactions were performed using the 3 double Cys mutant proteins

(R28C/D112C, R28C/N113C and K6C/D139C) and the resulting SDS-polyacrylamide

gel run under non-reducing conditions is displayed in Figure 3.5. Monomeric RecA runs

just beneath the 47.5 kDa marker, and disulfide formation between the engineered Cys

substitutions results in a series of slower mobilty bands. Judging by the staining

intensity, the cysteines at positions 6 and 139 form a disulfide bond with greater

efficiency than those at positions 28/112 or 28/113. This result was observed consistently

during the course of this work. This is an unexpected result given that the C~CC~2

distance between residues 6 and 139 is 9.6 A, whereas those between residues 28/112 and

28/113 are 6.8 A and 6.3 A, respectively (Table 3. 1; see DISCUSSION). Most

interestingly, we find that both the R28C/D112C and R28C/N113C mutats show an

increase in disulfide formation when cross-linkng is done in the presence of A TPyS or

A TPyS/ssDNA. A TPyS or A TPyS/ssDNA have no effect on the efficiency of disulfide

formation in the K6C1D139C mutant. These data suggest that binding of ATPyS by

RecA results in a conformational change that brings residues 28 and 112, as well as 28

and 113 , into closer proximity, but does not significantly afect the proximity of residues

6 and 139 (see DISCUSSION).



Figure3.6- Disulfide cross-linking performed using wild type
ReyAand the Tl50C/F217Cmutat protein. Proteins (30 J-M)

were incubated at 37 oC for 60 min in the absence or pres nce
ofA1JSand ssDNAas indicated, and processed as described
in EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURS. ThethreeCys

siduesin wild type RecAdo not show any disulfide
formation that results in subunit cross-linkngwhile the
T150C/F217C mutat protein shows very efficientformation
of cross-subunitdisulfides that is not affected by the presence
of either ATPySorATPyS/ssDNA.

In previous work we

performed similar disulfide

cross-linkng between a

F217C substitution and

several engineered Cys

mutations in the neighboring

subunit (Skiba et al., 1999).

One double Cys mutat that

was paricularly efficient at

disulfide formation was the

F217C/T150C mutant. The

gel in Figure 3.6 (lanes 4 - 6)

shows that this mutant gives

rise to a ladder of bands that

extends well up into the gel well. During the time of cross-linkng nearly all monomeric

RecA is converted to higher molecular weight forms. The fact that the efficiency of

disulfide formation does not correlate with the C~CC~2 distances between residues

28/112 28/113 and 217/150 (6. , 6.3A and 6. , respectively; Table 3. 1) suggests that

cross-subunit distances seen in the RecA crystal structure may not accurately reflect those

in the solution form of the RecA fiament (see DISCUSSION).



In a control experiment we show that

none of the three native Cys residues in

wild type RecA formed disulfides that

would interfere with our analyses of the

cross-linkng efficiency of the engineered

Cys mutations (Figure 3.6, lanes 1 - 3).

The X-ray structure of RecA also shows

that none of the three native cysteine side

chains are close enough to form a

disulfide with cysteines introduced at

positions 6, 28, 112 , 113 or 139 (not

shown). Therefore, although previous

work has shown that none of the native

Cys residues is critical for RecA function

r. 
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Figure 3.7 - Disulfide cross-linking followed by
incubation with ME. Disulfidecross-linkng
experim ntswere p rformed aSd scrib
(EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURS)follow
by incubationwith ME (150 mM). All proteins
migrat at the position of monomeric RecA and
show no slowerffobilty bands.

(Weiseman and Weinstock, 1988) we chose not to mutate these in order to avoid any

furter compromise to the strctural and functional integrity of the designed mutant

proteins in this study.

Additional controls included cross-linkng reactions with each protein followed by

incubation with excess ~ME. Samples were run on an SDS gel under reducing

conditions and the results in Figure 3.7 show that all proteins migrate as a single band at

the position of monomeric RecA. This demonstrates that the slower mobilty bands in



Figures 3.5 and 3.6 result exclusively from formation of cross-subunit disulfides between

the engineered Cys residues in the mutant proteins.

Discussion

In this study we provide direct biochemical evidence for an A TP-induced movement of

specific side chains within the subunit interface of the RecA protein. In the RecA crysta

structure Arg28 is close to both Asp112 and Asnl13 in the neighboring subunit (Figure

1). Formation of a specific cross-subunit disulfide bond results when pair-wise Cys

substitutions are introduced at positions 28 and 112 , or positions 28 and 113, and in both

cases the efficiency of disulfide formation is increased in the presence of A TPyS or

ATPyS/ssDNA. We performed a series of assays to assess the effects of the designed

Cys mutations on both the functional and structural properties of RecA, and based on

these we conclude that the observed changes in disulfide formation reflect a genuine

ATP-induced reorientation of these positions in the wild type protein. First, in vivo

analyses of recombination proficiency show that all single and double Cys mutants

maintan at least 75% of wild type RecA function (Table 3.2). Second, the 3 double Cys

mutant proteins maintain both an ATP-dependent ssDNA binding activity as well as a

DNA-dependent ATPase activity, although the K6C/D139C mutant shows a significant

decrease in both functions (Table 3.3). Third, electron microscopic analyses reveal that

each of the 3 double Cys mutant proteins forms a nucleoprotein fiament with

dimensions, e.g. diameter and pitch, virtally identical to wild type RecA , despite the fact

that the R28C/DI12C and K6C/D139C proteins show a defect in cooperative fiament

assembly on ssDNA. The fact that the K6C/D139C protein does show some level of 



vivo and in vitro function eliminates the possibilty that no ATP-induced change in

disulfide cross-linking is seen simply because the protein does not bind A TP.

The helical fiaments formed by RecA in either the absence or presence of A TP and DNA

have distinct structural parameters. This has been most clearly demonstrated by electron

microscopy (Egelman and Stasiak, 1993; Egelman and , 1993), and additionally with the

use of hydrodynamic and biochemical methods (Wilson and Benight, 1990; Kobayashi et

al. , 1987). EM reconstructions reveal that fiaments formed in the absence of any

cofactor (the "inactive" form) have:: 6. 1 subunits per helical turn and a pitch of 76 A

while filaments formed in the presence of A TPyS (or ADP-AIF 4) and DNA (the "active

form) have:: 6.2 subunits per helical turn and a pitch of 95 A (Egelman and Stasiak,

1993). In the RecA crysta strcture the protein fiament has 6.0 subunits per turn and a

pitch of 82.7 A in the absence of cofactors (Story et al., 1992) and 83. 1 A in the presence

of ADP (Story and Steitz, 1992). Therefore , there must be some differences in the

arrangement of amno acid side chains at the subunit interface when comparng the

crysta strcture with EM reconstructions of the active fiament form. Ideally, for these

Cys crosslinkng studies we would like to compare the efficiency of disulfide formation

in the inactive vs. active form of the fiament. In fact, in our earlier work mutant proteins

caring a F217C substitution and another Cys substitution on the surface of the

neighboring subunit were able to form both cataytically active nucleoprotein fiaments as

well as inactive filaments in the absence of ATPyS and DNA (Skiba et al. , 1999). In the

present study, each of the double Cys mutants can form a catalytically active

nucleoprotein filament yet formation of fiaments in the absence of A TPyS and DNA is



limited, even at protein concentrations used in the cross-linking reactions (:: 30 mM). At

this higher protein concentration the oligomeric distribution of the R28C/D112C protein

is shifted to smaller sizes upon incubation with ATPyS , and this may contribute in par to

the observed A TP-induced changes in the efficiency of disulfide formation. However

A TPyS does not significantly afect the oligomeric distribution of the R28C/NI13C

protein and the observed increase in disulfide formation with this protein is most simply

explained by an A TP-induced conformational change occurrng within each RecA

subunit that adjusts the cross-subunit proximity of residues 28 and 113. Given the

heterogeneity of the oligomeric population for all three mutant proteins in the absence of

ATP and DNA at the concentrations used in the cross-linkng experiments (Figure 3.4),

we are not strictly comparng the efficiency of disulfide formation between the inactive

vs. active fiament forms of each protein. However, our data does indicate that

conformational changes at the subunit interface induced by binding of A TPyS and

A TPyS/ssDNA can be monitored by changes in the efficiency of disulfide formation

between the engineered Cys residues.

The acceptable limits for C~l - C~2 distances in disulfide bonds is 2.9 - 4.6 A as

determined by measurements of disulfides in protein structures and by modeling (Hazes

and Dijkstra, 1988; Sowdhamini et aI., 1989). Although the C~l - C~2 distance for each

pair of residues in ths study (6.3 - 9.6 A) is greater than 4.6 A , clearly the Cys

substitutions introduced at positions 6/139, 28/112 and 28/113 are close enough to result

in some degree of disulfide formation. Interestingly, the C~l - C~2 distances and the

orientation of the side chains for these three pairs in the crystal structure would predict



the following order for the efficiency of disulfide cross-linkng: 28/113 28/112 6/139.

In fact, exactly the opposite is observed. The K6C/D139C protein shows the greatest

amount of disulfide formation despite the fact that the C~l - C~2 distance of 9.6 A is :: 3

A greater than the other pairs. However, given the flexibilty of the extreme N-terminal

region of RecA (crystallographic B-factors for all atoms at positions 3 - 7 are 52.4 A2

Cys substitutions at residues 6 and 139 likely spend more time within bonding distance

than is indicated by the C~ 1 - C~2 distance in the structure. The C~ I - C~2 distance for

the 28/112 pair is 0.5 A greater than 28/113 and the crystal structure shows that the NI13

side chain is directed toward the subunit interface and R28, while D112 is directed more

inward toward its own subunit (Figure 3. 1). However, the 28/112 pair consistently cross-

links with greater efficiency than the 28/113 pair. Additionally, the F217C/T150C

mutant protein forms an intersubunit disulfide very efficiently (Figure 3.6) (Skiba et al.

1999), yet has a C~I - C~2 distace intermediate between the 28/112 and 28/113 pairs

(Table 3. 1). Therefore , the C~l - C~2 distances derived from the crystal structure do not

necessarly correspond to the observed efficiency of disulfide formation. While we

certnly recognize that the oligomeric defects resulting from the paired Cys mutations at

positions 6/139, 28/112 and 28/113 may playa role in the unexpected "reverse" order of

cross-linkng (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4), the results also suggest that the crystal structure

may not accurately display the relative distances between these side chains as they occur

in the solution strcture of the protein.

The "head-to-tail" polymeric arangement of the RecA protein fiament creates a rather

complex mixture of surfaces that make up the subunit interface. In our studies of



different regions of the interface we have attempted to identify two general classes of

cross-subunit interactions , those that are important for stabilzation of the protein

oligomeric strcture and those that are involved in the transmission of allosteric

information across the interface. Of course, these two classes are not necessarly

mutually exclusive. Recently, we have demonstrated that Phe217 , which lies in another

area of the subunit interface, plays a direct role in transmitting A TP-induced allosteric

information throughout the RecA fiament (Kelley De Zutter et al., 2001). Analysis of

the oligomeric properties of varous mutant proteins with substitutions at position 217

suggest that this residue is less importt for the overall stabilzation of the RecA

fiament, rather its primar role is in allosteric information transfer (Logan et al. , 1997;

Kelley De Zutter et al., 2001). However, other residues in ths same area do play

important roles in stabilzing the oligomeric structure of the protein (Logan et al. , 1997).

The region of the subunit interface that is the focus of the present study appears to be

involved exclusively in stabilzing the filament structure of RecA and is unlikely to play

any direct role in the transmission of allosteric information. Several pieces of evidence

support this idea. Mutat proteins caring a F217C substitution paired with varous

other Cys mutations on the surface of the neighboring subunit form disulfide cross-links

but show no A TP-induced change in the efficiency of disulfide formation (Skiba et al.

1999). In contrast, ATP does change the efficiency of disulfide formation between pairs

of Cys substitutions at positions 28/112 and 28/113. Additionally, a conservative F217Y

mutation increases A TP-mediated cooperative fiament assembly:; 250-fold (Kelley De

Zutter et al. , 2001). Together these data are consistent with the idea that it is Phe217 that

mediates ATP-induced shifts in the positions of residues at the subunit interface and that



residues 28, 112 and 113 are not involved in this signaling process. This idea is also

supported by results from Zaitsev and Kowalczykowski (Zaitsev and Kowalczykowski

1999) in which they showed that the recK phenotype of a recA mutant (a trucation

that removes the first 9 residues) is suppressed by a second site mutation that apparently

increases the stabilty of cross-subunit interactions in this area of the interface.

Therefore, in the wild type protein any cross-subunit interactions mediated by residues 

- 9 and their parners on the neighboring surface, e.g. Lys6-AspI39 , cannot play

important roles in a mechanistic process involving allosteric information transfer.

Furter studies are aimed at clarfying molecular interactions within varous areas of the

RecA subunt interface and how they contribute to stable assembly of RecA fiaments

and optimization of catalytic function.

Materials and Methods

Plasm ids and Proteins. Wild type and all mutant recA genes are cared on plasmids in

which recA expression is regulated by the tac promoter (Logan and Knight, 1993).

Screens for in vivo function were cared out in either of two recA E. coli strains

MV1190 (Logan and Knght, 1993) or DE1663' (Nastri and Knight, 1994). $X174

circular ssDNA was purchased from New England Biolabs , and RV - 1 circular ssDNA

was made as previously described (Levinson et al. , 1984). RecA proteins were purified

using varations of a previously described procedure (Konola et al., 1995). All bufers

used in purfication of mutant proteins contained 20 mM ~ME to prevent spontaneous

disulfide bond formation. Purification protocols were slightly different for each mutant



protein and involved the use of one or more of the following chromatographic steps:

ATP-agarose , heparin agarose, ceramic hydroxyapatite, Superose 6 gel filtration or

Sephacryl S-1000 gel fitration.

Mutagenesis. Amino acid substitutions were introduced using modifications of a

previously described cassette mutagenesis procedure (Skiba and Knght, 1994) or a PCR-

based method (QuikChange; Stratagene).

In vivo activities ofrecA mutants. Assays for recombinational DNA repair involved

measurements of cell survival following exposure to UV light or mitomycin C and were

performed as previously described (Nastr and Knght, 1994). Cell growth across a series

of time zones of exposure was ranked from zero to 4, and fractional survival at 30 s was

calculated from the slope of a line resulting from a plot of relative growth 
vs. time.

RecA-mediated cleavage of the LexA protein was measured using MacConkey-lactose

plates as previously described (Nastri and Knight, 1994).

Determination of the oligomeric properties of mutant RecA proteins. The effect of

mutations on the oligomeric propertes of RecA was determned by analyzing the elution

profie of each protein on a Superose 6 HR gel fitration column as previously described

(Logan et al. , 1997). Column bufers contained 20 mM ~ME. The concentration of

RecA protein in the column load was always 26 11M.



Electron microscopy. Samples were prepared for electron microscopy by incubating wild

type or mutant RecA proteins at the indicated concentrations in the absence or presence

0 pM single-stranded circular DNA (CPX174 or RV - 1). All reactions contaning DNA

included E. coli single-stranded DNA binding protein (0.03 pM) and were pre-incubated

at 37 oC for 5 min. Reaction buffer included 25 mM trethanolamine-HCI (pH 7.5), 50

mM KCI , 5 mM MgCI , 1 mM A TPyS and 5 mM ~ME. Upon addition of RecA

reactions were incubated for 15 min at 37 oc. Reactions were spread onto thin carbon

fims on holey carbon grids (400 mesh) and stained with 1 % uranyl acetate. Samples

were visualized using a Philps CMlO electron microscope.

Gel shif DNA binding assay - Reactions (30 Ill) were performed in a bufer contaning

20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 20 mM KCI , 10 mM MgClz, 0.5 mM EDT A , 0.5 mM ATPyS

and 5 mM ~ME. Reactions were initiated with addition of a 5' -end labeled 97 base

oligonucleotide to a final concentration of 10 IlM (bases). Incubation was continued at

37 OC for 1 hr followed by addition of glycerol to a final concentration of 12.5%.

Samples were loaded onto a 1.2% agarose gel and electrophoresed in T AE bufer at 4

V /cm. Gels were analyzed using a Personal Molecular Imager FX and QuantityOne

software (Bio-Rad).

ATPase Activity - Single-strand DNA dependent hydrolysis of A TP was measured as

described (Konola et al., 1995; Weinstock et al., 1981). Reaction bufer contained 2 

DTT. PEl chromatography plates were analyzed using a Personal Molecular Imager FX

and QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad).
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Intersubunit Disulfde Crosslinks. Formation and analysis of intersubunit disulfide

crosslinks was performed as follows. Protein (50 I1g) was pre-reduced in the presence of

20 mM ~ME (20 min, 22 oc) and desalted into reaction bufer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH

5/0. 1 mM EDTA/30 mM NaClI15 mM MgC12/5% glycerol) using a Microcon

concentrator (Amicon). Disulfide crosslinks formed spontaneously by incubating protein

(30 11M final concentration) 60 min at 37 oc in the presence or absence of A TPyS and/or

ssDNA. NEM was added to a final concentration of 30 mM, followed immediately by

addition of SDS to a final concentration of 1.0%. Previously, we showed that addition of

NEM at ths step is importt for preventing formation of random disulfides when SDS is

added (Skiba et al., 1999). The reaction containing NEM was incubated for 10 min at 22

C, Laemmli loading dye (-~ME) was added and samples were electrophoresed on 8%

SDS-polyacrylamde gels. Control experiments to ensure that all higher molecular

weight bands observed on gels contaned reducible disulfides were performed by

incubating reactions with ~ME (150 mM final concentration) following crosslinking.

Gels were staned with Coomassie blue (R250), or Western blots were performed using

poly clonal rabbit anti-RecA antibodies as previously described (Logan and Knight

1993). Gels and blots were analyzed using a FluorS Multilmager (Biorad). Reactions

done in the presence of nucleotide cofactors contained either 1.0 mM A TP or 0.5 mM

A TPyS. When present, single-stranded M13 DNA was added to a final concentration of

70 11M (nucleotides).



PREFACE TO CHAPTER IV

Through the use of electron microscopy and biosensor studies we discovered a subunit

interface residue in RecA (Phe217) that plays a critical role in regulating the flow of

ATP-mediated allosteric events throughout the protein fiament structure. We propose a

model describing the allosteric mechanism, or intersubunit communication, leading to

ATP-mediated cooperative fiament assembly and high afinity binding to ssDNA.

This work was the results of combined efforts of Julie Kelley De Zutter, Ph.D. who

performed the IAsys binding studies and Karen Logan who contributed to protein

purification and initial biosensor studies. My contributions were protein purification and

the electron microscopy leading to the initial observation that F217Y was a cooperativity

mutat. I also contrbuted to data interpretation and final revising of the manuscript.

The data presented in this chapter was published in Structure Volume 9, (Januar

2001).



CHAPTER IV

PHE217 REGULATES THE TRANSFER OF ALLOSTERIC

INFORMATION ACROSS THE SUBUNIT INTERFACE OF THE RECA

PROTEIN FILAMENT

Introduction

The bacterial RecA protein is a multifunctional enzyme that plays a central role in

recombinational DNA repair, homologous genetic recombination and induction of the

cellular SOS response (Eggleston and West, 1996; Roca and Cox, 1997). Each of these

activities requires a common initial step, formation of a RecA-ATP-ssDNA nucleoprotein

fiament (Eggleston and West, 1996; Roca and Cox, 1997; Radding, 1989). Studies of

related DNA repair and recombination proteins including UvsX from bacteriophage T4

(Griffith and Formosa, 1985) and both yeast and human Rad51 (Ogawa et al., 1993;

Benson et al. , 1994) show that such an oligomeric fiament is a common structure found

in RecA homologs among a wide varety of prokarotic and eukarotic organisms. RecA

function is regulated in classic allosteric fashion, whereby the binding of A TP greatly

enhances the protein s afinity for ssDNA binding and activates it for its catalytic

activities (Silver and Fersht, 1982; Menetski and Kowalczykowski, 1985). Recent work

suggests that this effect of A TP on DNA afinity is a result of an increase in the

cooperative assembly of the protein itself rather than an increase in the intrinsic afinity

for DNA (De Zutter and Knight, 1999). Analysis of the RecA crysta structure shows

that 55 of the 303 residues in the structure parcipate in subunit-subunit interactions



(Story et al. , 1992). Our studies of different areas of the subunit interface have addressed

two fundamenta questions: (i) which of the intersubunit contacts observed in the

strcture are actually important for RecA function and oligomer stabilty and (ii) which

specific residues are importt for the transmission of allosteric information across the

protein s oligomeric interface. Initial work focused on a region defined by residues 213-

222, which shows 5 side chains that make specific contacts with positions in the

neighboring subunit. Through mutational analyses and the use of engineered disulfides

(Skiba and Knght, 1994; Logan et al. , 1997; Skiba et al. , 1999) we have demonstrated

the importnce of one paricular residue within this region, Phe217 , for maintenance of

both the structural and functional integrity of the protein. While a Phe217Tyr mutation

maintains wild type recombination activities in vivo, all other substitutions result in a

significant decrease or complete inhbition of RecA function (Skiba and Knght, 1994).

In the present study we compare varous biochemical propertes of wild type RecA and

the Phe217Tyr mutant protein. These data identify Phe217 as a key residue within the

RecA subunit interface required for the transmission of ATP-mediated allosteric

information throughout the oligomeric structure of the protein.



Results

Negative stained samples of both wild type RecA and the Phe217Tyr mutant are shown

in Figure 4. 1. In the absence of both A TPyS and DNA the wild type protein forms short

fiaments (Figure 4. 1A) whereas the mutat forms no detectable oligomeric structures

Figure 4. Negative staned electron micrographs of protein and protein-ssDNA complexes. . Wild

type RecA (A C) and the Phe217Tyrprotein (D-F) were incubated as described inMaterials and

thods in the absence. of ATPSand ssDNA(A, D; protein = 4.0 ""M), in the presence of 1.0. mM

ATPyS (B, E;protein = 4.0""M) orin the presence of both ATPyS and 0.5 ""M $X174 single-stranded

circulaI Dl\A.(C,F; protein = 0 ""M). Inset in panel Fsh()wsa3. foldmagnification ofafree

proteirifiament (top)andanuc1eoproteinfiament(bottom). Blackbariri each panel equals 0, I ""In.

(Figure 4. 1D). In the presence of DNA and ATPyS both proteins form well defined

nucleoprotein fiaments (Figure 4. 1 C and F). Strikingly, in the absence of DNA the

mutat shows a dramatic increase in fiament length with addition of A TPyS (Figure

1E), whereas the length of wild type fiaments clearly decreases (Figure 4. 1B). Results

for wild type RecA are consistent with previous electron microscopic and hydrodynamic

analyses (Brenner et al. , 1988; Wilson and Benight, 1990) whereas the ATP-dependent
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increase in polymer length for the Phe217Tyr mutat is the first demonstration of such an

occurrence for a mutant RecA protein. These data suggest that position 217 plays a key

role in regulating polymerization of the RecA protein fiament. To provide a quantitative

understanding of the effect of the Tyr substitution on RecA polymerization we performed

a series of biosensor DNA binding studies.

800

courses for wild type RecA and the

10 
Time (mll1ule$)

Figure4. BiosensorDNA binding time courses.
Reactions included the indicated concentrations of

protein and ZmMATPyS, and were incubatedatZ4 o
for.25 - 30 min as described in Materials and methods.
All tim courses were repeated a minimum of 3times.

Binding of both wild type RecA and

the Phe217Tyr mutant to ssDNA was

measured using an IAsys biosensor.

We have previously demonstrated that

this technique provides a reliable and

quantitative measurement of the DNA

binding properties of both RecA and

the human Rad51 protein (De Zutter

and Knght, 1999). Binding time

mutat protein in the presence of

A TPyS are shown in Figure 4.2. Both

proteins showed similar low levels of DNA binding in the absence of A TPyS (not

shown). From these curves the extent of binding (binding response at equilbrium) was

calculated for each protein concentration. Data were fit to the form of the Hil equation

shown below.
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max 
is the maximum amount of

protein-DNA complex at

equilbrium (reported as the

maximum extent of binding in arc

seconds), S is protein

concentration (free) and K' is a

complex constant comprising

interaction factors which reflect

successive binding and

dissociation steps along the

cooperative binding pathway

(Segel , 1975). Assuming that

RecA polymer assembly

progresses by addition of

B Sn(app)

(extent bound) b = max

K' Sn(app)

....

Rd:A; htt. (n\i)

Figure 4.3 - DNA binding as a function of protein
concentmtioIl, DataJromtime courses in FigureA.2were fit
to the Hil equation as described in the text. Extent isthe
calculated maxmum binding at equilibrium arc seconds
for each protein corkentration.

individual subunits to the growing chain (Menetski and Kowa1czykowski , 1985), we have

interpreted the Hil coefficient app as the minimum number of interacting subunits

during growth of the nucleoprotein fiament which give rise to the observed cooperative

binding parameters. S s, the protein concentration at the mid-point of the titration curve

is calculated as SO.5 = P. (Segel , 1975). The sigmoidal curves in Figure 4.3 indicate

cooperative binding of both proteins to ssDNA, with the mutant showing a dramatic

transition from 10 - 90% binding over an extremely narrow range of protein

concentration. Calculated values for max' K' , n
app 

and SO.5' appear in Table 4. 1. Values

for wild type RecA are consistent with those determned previously (Menetski and



Kowalczykowski , 1985; De Zutter and Knght, 1999). The mutant protein shows a slight

decrease in ma 
and a 2.5-fold increase in

Wild type RecA Phe217-Tyr

Hil analysis

1120. 765.

app
2 X 10

-41 5 X 10
-43

S/\ ,,(nM) 120. 45.

McGhee/von Hippel analysis

K (M- 1.1 X 10 1.0 X 10

75. 0 X 10

(KO)f I (nM) 120. 50.

Table 4.1 - DNA binding parameters were calculated as described in the text. DNA binding time
courses were repeated a minimum of 3 times and errors for all parameters shown ranged from 5 -
20%.

afinity (SO.5 = 120 and 45.2 nM for wild type and mutant, respectively). Additionally,

app 
= 5. 8 for wild type RecA and the mutat. This suggests that the DNA binding

properties of the entire RecA fiament are defined by the interaction of the initial 6

subunits for both wild type and mutant proteins. Therefore, when the data is analyzed

using this stadard form of the Hil equation the Phe217Tyr substitution seems to impose

no significant change in the DNA binding properties of the protein. However, analysis of

the binding data using a procedure that separates intrnsic DNA binding afinity from

cooperative protein-protein interactions (McGhee and von Hippel, 1974) reveals that the

Phe217Tyr mutation has a dramatic effect on RecA polymerization.



To investigate potential changes in cooperative fiament assembly resulting from the

Phe217Tyr mutation we analyzed our data as previously described (De Zutter and

Knght, 1999; McGhee and von Hippel , 1974) using the equation below.

1/2 1/2 2

(2OO - 1)(1 - nv) + v - 0- (n l)v) 4=(1- nv)r:_ 1- (n 1)v o- (n l)v) 4oov(1 nv) 

K(1 nv)
2(00 1)(1 - nv) 2(1- nv)

In this expression, L is the concentration of free ligand is the number of bases bound

by a single RecA subunit (binding site size), v is the binding density of RecA on DNA

(fractional maximum extent of binding/n), K is the intrinsic binding constat of a single

RecA monomer for DNA and is the cooperativity parameter. is defined as the

relative afinity of an incoming ligand for a singly contiguous site VS. an isolated site

(McGhee and von Hippel , 1974; Kowalczykowski et al. , 1981). A value of = 3 was

used as the binding site size (Roca and Cox , 1997; Zlotnick et aI. , 1993). This expression

accommodates two aspects of a widely accepted model for RecA fiament assembly onto

ssDNA , it proceeds by (i) directional binding to an established site (Register and Griffith

1985) and by (iz) addition of protein monomers to the growing fiament (Menetski and

Kowalczykowski, 1985). Best fits for K and were obtained by iterative non-linear

regression analysis using the software package KaleidaGraph 08d (Synergy

Software , Reading, PA.). Values for K and (Kwf l are shown in Table 4. 1. As

expected (KWf I approximates the values of So.
s for both the wild type and mutant

proteins. However, the analysis reveals a dramatic increase in the cooperative nature of



fiament assembly for the mutant protein. The Phe217Tyr substitution increases m by

more than 250-fold (m = 75.8 and 20 000 for the wild type and Phe217Tyr proteins

respectively).

Although the Phe217Tyr mutant also shows a significant decrease in K, we feel that this

does not accurately reflect a true measure of the inherent binding afinity for the

following reason. In contrast to wild type RecA , the Phe217Tyr protein polymerizes

readily in the presence of ATP (see Figure 4. , 4. IF), and it is likely that some portion

of the protein in the DNA binding assay exists as free protein filaments. Because free

RecA fiaments and nucleoprotein fiaments are not directly interconvertible (Egelman

and, 1993; Yu and Egelman, 1992; Morrcal and Cox, 1985), the free fiaments must

disassemble prior to reassembly on DNA. Therefore, the actual concentration of protein

that is immediately available for binding to DNA may be overestimated, resulting in an

underestimation of the DNA binding afinity. Experiments are currently in progress in an

effort to resolve these competing fiamentation events.

RecA fiaments have been shown to pack in a side-by-side manner in the absence of

DNA to create ordered bundles (Egelman and Stasiak, 1986). Because biosensor

measurements simply record the accumulation of mass within the optical window

experiments were designed to ask whether our measurements were also recording

fortuitous interactions between free protein fiaments and RecA-ATPyS-ssDNA

complexes. Electron microscopic analyses were cared out using an excess of protein

relative to ssDNA (protein monomers:DNA bases = 4:1). The results showed normal



nucleoprotein fiament formation for both wild type RecA (Figure 4. 1 C) and the mutant

protein (Figure 4. 1F). For wild type RecA occasional short fiaments of free protein were

seen (arow in Figure 4. 1C), whereas a much larger percentage of the unbound mutat

protein formed elongated fiaments (arrows in Figure 4. 1F). Differences in the helical

pattern of free protein vs. nucleoprotein filaments (inset in Figure 4. IF) reflect the fact

that when bound to DNA the pitch of the RecA fiament is:: 95 A, whereas in the

absence of DNA it is:: 65 A (Egelman and , 1993; Egelman and, 1993). There was no

appearance of free RecA protein bundling in a side-by-side manner with protein already

in complex with DNA. Therefore , our biosensor measurements are recording only the

growth of single RecA fiaments on the immobilzed ssDNA substrate.

We analyzed ssDNA-dependent

T/ 
and a higher afinity for A TP.

Fun'
!lXl

A TP hydrolysis as a function of

A TP concentration for both wild

type and the Phe217Tyr mutat

protein. As shown in Figure 4.4 the

mutat protein has both a higher

methods) shows that the mutant

Figure 4A..ATPase activity of both wild type RecA and the
Phe217Tyr mutat protein as afunction ofATP
concentration. Reactions included2 !-Mprotein, 6 !-M

q,X174 single-stranded circular DNA, the indicated
concentrations of ATP and were incubated as described in
Materials and methQds. Data were fitto theHil equation
as described in Materials and methods.

Analysis of the data using the Hil

equation (see Materials and

protein displays an approximate

1.2-fold increase in V T/ 
and a 1.7-fold increase in affinity for ATP (SO.5 = 36.6 and 62.
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!-M for the mutat and wild type proteins, respectively). The Hill coefficient for ATP

binding was not changed significantly by the mutation app 
= 2. 1 :t 0. 1 and 2.9 :t 0. 1 for

the mutant and wild type proteins , respectively). Both proteins showed an equivalent

basal level of ATP hydrolysis in the absence of ssDNA (V/E:: 0. 1). Together with the

DNA binding data, these results show that the Phe217Tyr mutation increases both

cooperative protein-protein interactions and afinity for ATP.

Discussion

Previous genetic analyses of a number of mutant RecA proteins caring substitutions in

one region of the subunt interface revealed that Phe217 was parcularly sensitive to

mutation (Skiba and Knight, 1994). The RecA crysta strcture shows that the Phe217

side chain is within van der Waals contact distance of the Thr150 and 1155 side chains in

the neighboring subunit (Figure 4.5A and 4.5B). However, a Thrl50-Ser substitution

imposes no defect in RecA function or strcture , and 1155 can tolerate a varety of polar

and non-polar substitutions (Nastr and Knight, 1994). Therefore , these cross-subunit

hydrophobic interactions seen in the structure are not importt, and we suggested that

Phe217 can form stable interactions with positions further within the neighboring subunit

than is apparent in the strcture (Skiba and Knght, 1994; Skiba et al. , 1999). In the

present study we find that a Tyr substitution at position 217 results in a dramatic increase

in A TP-dependent cooperative filament assembly, and we propose that A TP-mediated

allosteric information is transmitted across the RecA fiament via the following

mechansm. Gln194 serves as the y-phosphate sensor within the ATP binding site (Story



and Steitz, 1992; Kelley and Knight, 1997), and its interaction with bound ATP trggers a

conformational change in disordered

loop 2 (L2 , residues 195 - 209; Figure 4.5B). Phe217 is within a small helix (helix 

(b)

Figue 4.5 . Strcture of the RecA protein and specific interactions at the subunit interface. (A) An a-carbon
trace of dimeric RecA taken from the crystal strcture of the helical protein fiament (Story et al. , 1992) with

the main chain of subunit 1 in yellow and subunit 2 in white. GIn 194, Phe217 and ADP are shown in both

subunits. In subunit 2 side chain carbons ofE96, Dl44, Tl50 and 1155 are dak gray, with side chain oxygens

in red. (B) Detail of the region of the subunit interface involved in the proposed mechanism for A TP-mediated

transfer of allosteric information. Phe217 (here, replaced by Tyr) is within van der Waas distance of Thr150

and 1155 in the neighboring subunit. The model proposes that ATP binding in subunit 1 results in
conformational changes that are propagated though the L2 region (residues 195-209; disordered in the current

RecA strctue) and into helix G (residues 212-219), thereby resulting in insertion of the Phe217 side chain
fuer into a pocket in subunit 2 (see text). Residues shown in subunit 1 include 191-194 210-222 and ADP

and those in subunit 2 include 92-97, 144- 155 191- 194 and ADP. Positions in the neighboring subunit within
hydrogen bonding distace of the Tyr -OH include the main chain carbonyl oxygens of Ala95 and Ala148,
and the -OH of Thr150. Also shown is Lys216 which may stabilize the position of either Phe or Tyr at
nosition 217 throu!!h a cation-:n interaction (see text). These ima!!es were created usin!! the nro!!ram Midas



immediately downstream of the L2 region, and a pair of Gly residues at positions 211 and

212 that are critical for RecA function (Hortnagel et al. , 1999) link L2 with helix G.

Therefore, A TP-mediated conformational changes occurrng within L2 wil propagate

through helix G resulting in the inserton of the Phe217 side chain furter into a pocket in

the neighboring subunit. This insertion may be stabilzed by hydrophobic interactions

with several residues that lie within this pocket (Ile93 , Ala95 and Ala148; Figure 4.5 and

6), and likely results in additional changes in nearby cross-subunit interactions that

enhance cooperative filament assembly. Upon ATP hydrolysis , Gln194 returns to its

position in the inactive form of the enzyme resulting in a relaxation of cross-subunit

interactions. The significant increase in cooperative fiament assembly aforded by the

Tyr substitution likely arses from its abilty to form hydrogen bonds with positions in the

neighboring subunit (see below).

Modeling a Tyr substitution at position 217 (Figure 4.5B) shows that the Tyr -OH is

within hydrogen bonding distance of 3 positions in the neighboring subunit, the main

chain carbonyl oxygens of Ala95 and Ala148, and the side chain -OH of Thr150. Also

the RecA strcture shows that Lys216 lies immediately underneath Phe217 , close enough

to provide stabilzation of the position of the Phe side chain via a cation-:7 interaction

(Gallvan and Doughert, 1999). The strength of a cation-:7 interaction in a Tyr/Lys pair

increases if the Tyr -OH serves as a hydrogen bond donor (Mecozzi et al. , 1996). Given

the proximity of residues in this region (Figure 4.5B and 4.6A), this may also contrbute

to the increased efficiency of fiament formation by the mutat protein.



Figue 4. - Molecular surace of the neighboring subunit with which residue 217 interacts. (A) The surface

is colored by atom type (carbon = gray; oxygen = red; nitrogen = blue). In this view , looking from position

217 toward the neighboring subunit, the Tyr substitution at position 217 is seen to lie immediately across from
a pocket in the adjacent subunit. (B) A top view of the pocket showing positions that may promote stable
interactions with a Tyr side chain at position 217 (see text). Additional positions that may paricipate in

hydrogen bond formation with the Tyr -OH are main chain nitrogens of Glyl22 (G122N) and Thr150
(TI50N). Figures were created using the program GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1993).



The molecular surface shown in Figure 4.6A provides an image of the pocket in the

neighboring subunit into which residue 217 may insert. An area in the neighboring

subunit immediately in front of position 217 (Figure 4.6A) shows no steric obstruction

and could allow insertion of a Phe or Tyr side chain. Again, stabilzation of a transient

insertion by the wild type Phe side chain may occur by interaction with hydrophobic

residues in ths pocket. Depending on the degree to which the mutant Tyr side chain

inserts into this pocket several other positions appear as candidates for hydrogen bonding

interactions , e.g. main chain nitrogens at positions 122 and 150 (G 122N and T150N in

Figure 4.6B).

The RecA structure also shows that Phe217 lies very close to the A TP binding and

catalytic site of the neighboring subunit (Figure 4.5B and 4.6A). Glu96 is proposed to

activate a water molecule for an in-line attack of the y-phosphate of ATP and Aspl44

may stabilze binding of the active site Mg + (Story and Steitz, 1992). The idea that

conformational changes in this region of the interface contrbute to the cooperativity

observed for A TP binding and hydrolysis is supported by our observation that both the

afinity for ATP and the rate of ATP hydrolysis is increased by the Phe217Tyr mutation.

(Mikawa et aI., 1998)

The key roles played by each of the strctural elements in this mechansm (i) Gln194 (ii)

Gly211 and Gly212 , and (iii) Phe217 are supported by previous studies. Gln194 is non-

mutable (Kelley and Knght, 1997; Hortnagel et aI. , 1999) and three mutant proteins,

Glnl94Asn, Gln194Glu or GIn 194Ala are completely inhibited for all ATP-dependent



activities (Kelley and Knght, 1997). Both Gly211 and Gly212lie immediately next to

L2 at the N-termnus of helix G and neither position tolerates any substitution (Hortagel

et al., 1999). Both Gly residues are invarant among eubacterial RecA proteins (Roca and

Cox, 1997; Karlin and Brocchieri , 1996) and have been proposed to be involved directly

in DNA binding or in mediating ATP-induced conformational changes (Story and Steitz

1992). Our data supports the idea that the flexibilty of the polypeptide backbone at these

positions is critical for the propagation of conformational changes transmitted from the

ATP binding site to the subunit interface at position 217. Position 217 tolerates only a

conservative Tyr substitution while a Phe217Cys change maintans only a low partal

activity (approximately 10 - 20% recombination function). All other substitutions

including Trp and other hydrophobic residues result in a rec phenotype (Skiba and

Knght, 1994). These results argue that the specific geometr of the phenyl ring of Phe or

Tyr is required at position 217, and supports our idea that A TP-mediated insertion of this

side chain into a specifically designed pocket in the neighboring subunit is important to

RecA function. Other amino acids in this region of the interface that contact positions in

the neighboring subunit (Asn213, Lys216, Tyr218 and Arg222) have a greater tolerance

for mutation than does Phe217 (Skiba and Knight, 1994).

Given that the helical pitch of free RecA fiaments is :: 65 A (the inactive form) and that

of nucleoprotein fiaments is :: 95 A (the active form), differences in cross-subunit

interactions likely exist between each of these two oligomeric states (Egelman and

Stasiak, 1993; Egelman and, 1993). The data in this study show that ATP-mediated

cooperative fiament assembly is dramatically increased by virtue of a single,



conservative mutation within one region of the RecA subunit interface. The fact that this

increase occurs both in the presence and absence of DNA suggests that the position of

residue 217 within the protein fiament is similar whether RecA polymerizes on its own

or on DNA. This idea is supported by a recent study showing that the efficiency of cross-

subunit disulfide formation between a Phe217Cys substitution and several Cys

substitutions on the surface of the neighboring subunit was similar whether RecA was in

the "active" or "inactive" form (Skiba et al. , 1999). Additionally, studies of another

region of the RecA subunit interface (the N-termnal 28 residues in one subunit and

residues 112 - 139 in the neighboring subunit) show that certn mutations destabilze

free RecA polymers to a far greater extent than nucleoprotein complexes (Eldin et al.,

2000). These results argue that significant diferences in cross-subunit interactions

between free RecA oligomers vs. RecA nucleoprotein complexes occur in this latter area

of the interface rather than in the region contaning Phe217.

Published alignments comparing the bacterial RecA sequence with the yeast and human

Rad51 and DMCI proteins show that Gln194, Gly211 and Gly212 are conserved

(Shinohara et al. , 1993; Yoshimura et al. , 1993; Story et al., 1993). This suggests that

A TP may regulate allosteric events in these 4 eukarotic proteins using a mechansm

similar to that described here for RecA. However, residues in RecA helix G , including

Phe217, are not conserved in either of the Rad51 or DMCI proteins. As with RecA

binding of S. cerevisiae Rad51 to ssDNA is dependent on A TP (Namsaraev and Berg,

1998). Unexpectedly, however, the human Rad51 protein binds ssDNA cooperatively

and with high afinity in the absence of A TP (De Zutter and Knght, 1999). Therefore



despite the fact that these residues play important roles in the allosteric mechanism of

RecA, ATP-mediated allosteric events and key residues involved in propagating

information across the protein fiament may be quite different for human Rad51.

Functional and structural studies of helicase enzymes suggest similarties with the RecA

protein regarding the use of ATP as an allosteric effector (Namsaraev and Berg, 1998;

Soultanas and Wigley, 2000). For example, Gln254 in the B. stearothermophilus PcrA

helicase aligns with Gln194 in RecA (Subramanya et al. , 1996), and the PcrA strcture

shows that Gln254 is likely to be the switch that communicates A TP binding and

hydrolytic events to a DNA binding site immediately downstream (residues 254-264)

(Subramanya et al. , 1996). Likewise, Sawaya et ai. (Sawaya et al., 1999) propose that

His465 is the y-phosphate sensor in the NTP binding site of the bacteriophage T7 gene 4

protein and may serve to propagate conformational changes to the adjacent DNA binding

motif H4. In fact, in all other DnaB helicase family members residue 465 is GIn (Sawaya

et al. , 1999). The L2 region in RecA , which is immediately adjacent to Gln194, has been

proposed to be the protein s primar DNA binding site (Hortagel et al., 1999; Voloshin

et al. , 1996; Wang et al., 1998). Therefore , communication between the ATP and

primar DNA binding sites may share mechanstic similarities with helicases. However

other evidence suggests that disordered region Ll (residues 156 - 164) makes up the

primar DNA binding site in RecA (Wang and Adzuma, 1996; Cazaux et al. , 1998). We

note that the effect of A TP on the polymerization of the Phe217Tyr mutat is

independent of DNA and, therefore, our proposed mechanism can accommodate either of

the disordered regions, L2 or Ll , as being the primar DNA binding site. Additionally,



the ATP-induced increase in the DNA binding afinity of RecA results more from an

increase in cooperative protein-protein interactions between RecA monomers rather than

an increase in the protein s inherent DNA afinity (De Zutter and Knght, 1999). This

result is consistent with the model presented here rather than a model in which A TP

binding has a direct effect on the intrinsic afinity for DNA. Recent crystalographic

studies of the phage T7 g4p helicase shows that a fully active form of the enzyme

crystallizes as a closed hexameric ring (Singleton et al., 2000). Therefore, the subunit

interface in hexamer helicase structures is very different from RecA and it is unlikely that

A TP regulates subunit interactions in helicases in a way related to that in RecA. Whle

the helicase DnaB famly may be derived from a recA gene duplication (Leipe et al.,

2000), RecA appears to have evolved to accommodate the fact that its functional form is

a helical protein fiament whose assembly and disassembly on DNA substrates is

mediated by A TP-induced allosteric events. Therefore, a mechanstic relationship

between RecA and helicases remains to be clarified.

Regulated cooperative interaction between subunits in multi-protein complexes is a

fundamenta mechanism by which protein function is controlled in all biological systems.

Point mutations within subunit interfaces that give rise to increases in cooperative

behavior have been identified in varous proteins. One of the most remarkable, of course,

is the ~6Glu to Val change in HbS (Eaton and Hofrichter, 1990). Other examples include

an Arg152Lys substitution that creates a "hypercooperativity" mutant in E. coli

phosphofructokinase (Auzat et al., 1995), and similarly, a Thr72Val mutation in S.

inaequivalvis hemoglobin that results in an increase in cooperative oxygen binding

(Royer et al. , 1996). Our studies of the Phe217Tyr mutat reveal a strking increase in



A TP-mediated cooperative assembly of a RecA protein fiament. Together with previous

mutational analyses our data identifies Phe217 as a critical component within the subunit

interface that regulates the transmission of allosteric information throughout the protein

fiament. Interestingly, studies of the RecA-like human Rad51 protein suggest that the

allosteric mechansm mediated by A TP binding and hydrolysis is significantly different

than that described here for RecA (De Zutter and Knght, 1999). Therefore , despite the

structural and cataytic similarities between these two proteins , RecA may serve in only a

limited way as a paradigm for understading the mechanistic properties of its human

counterpar. Further studies wil be required to complete the molecular description of the

allosteric mechansm of RecA, i.e. which residues in the neighboring subunit "sense" the

insertion of Phe217 , as well as to clearly understand importnt mechanistic differences

between RecA and related eukarotic strand exchange enzymes.

Materials and methods

Plasm ids, proteins and DNA substrates. Wild type and Phe217Tyr recA genes are

cared on plasmids in which recA expression is regulated by Ptac (Skiba and Knight

1994). Purification of both proteins was performed as previously described (Konola et

al., 1995). Concentrations of proteins in all assays refer to RecA monomers. 5'

biotinylated phosphoramdite was from Glen research and the biotinylated

oligonucleotide used in DNA binding assays was made using an ABI 392 RNA/DNA

synthesizer (De Zutter and Knght, 1999). The substrate for electron microscopy (single-

stranded circular cpX174 DNA) was from New England Biolabs. Phage M13 RV-

single-stranded circular DNA was prepared as described (Zagursky and Berman, 1984).



ATPase assay. DNA dependent ATPase activity was measured as described (Konola et

al., 1995). PEl chromatography plates were analyzed using a Molecular Imager FX and

QuantityOne software (Bio-Rad). Data are derived from initial rates of A TP hydrolysis

determned using various A TP concentrations (1 - 500 11M) and fit to the Hil equation

n(app)

V = 

: sz(app)

, using KaleidaGraph 3.08 TM (Synergy Software, Reading, PA.).

Electron microscopy. Samples were prepared for electron microscopy by incubating wild

type or mutant RecA protein at 4. JiM in the absence of DNA, or 2. JiM in the presence

of 0. JiM phage cpX174 single-stranded circular DNA. All reactions containing DNA

included E. coli SSB (0.03 JiM) and were pre-incubated at 37 oC for 5 min. Reaction

bufer included 25 mM trethanolamne-HCI (pH 7.5), 50 mM KCl and 5 mM MgCI , as

well as 1 mM ATPyS where appropriate. Upon addition of RecA reactions were

incubated for 15 min at 37 oc. Reactions were spread onto thin carbon fims on holey

carbon grids (400 mesh) and stained with 1 % uranyl acetate. Samples were visualized by

transmission electron microscopy using either a Philips CMlO or a Philps EM400

microscope. IAsys DNA binding. Cuvettes containing immobilzed ssDNA were

prepared using a 5' biotinylated 86mer oligonucleotide as described (De Zutter and

Knght, 1999). Reactions were initiated with addition of protein , and performed at 24 o

in PBS-Tween-Mg bufer (10 mM Na2HP04lNaH2P04, pH 7.4, 138 mM NaCl , 27 mM

KCI , 0.05% Tween20 and 5 mM MgCh) in the absence or presence of 2 mM A TPyS.

Protein was preincubated briefly with A TPyS when appropriate (:: 1 min) prior to

addition to the cuvette. Binding was measured for 30 minutes. We performed a number

of binding experiments over varous times and showed that 25 - 30 min was required to

calculate a true equilbrium binding constat for RecA. Following binding, the cuvette



was rapidly washed 3 times with binding bufer and dissociation of the protein from

ssDNA was measured for 5 minutes. The immobilzed DNA surface was regenerated by

addition of 2 M MgCl for 2 minutes to strip protein, then washed and re-equilibrated in

PBS-Tween-Mg bufer containing NTP where indicated.

Free protein concentration (S) was calculated by subtracting the amount of protein-DNA

complex from total protein. The amount of complex was determned using a conversion

of 600 arc seconds = 1 ng proteinlmm , with a useable surface area in the biotinylated

cuvette of 4 mm Binding is measured in "arc seconds , which corresponds to the

accumulation of mass within the optical window at the binding surface, and "extent"

refers to the calculated maximum binding at equilbrium for any given protein

concentration. Binding data were analyzed using the Fastfit software supplied with the

instrument.



PREFACE TO CHAPTER V

In this chapter we report for the first time that Xrcc3 forms distinct foci in human cells

and that nuclear Xrcc3 begins to localize at sites of DNA damage very quickly following

exposure of cells to radiation damage. Another significant contribution to the field is that

Rad51 does not appear to be required for the DNA damage-induced localization of Xrcc3

to DNA breaks. These findings are consistent with a model in which Xrcc3 associates

directly with DNA breaks independent of Rad51, and subsequently faciltates formation

of the Rad51 nucleoprotein filament.

My specific contrbutions were development of the cell-based experimenta system,

RNAi methods, experimenta design, interpretation of data and writing of the manuscript.

Brian Bennett contributed to this work through image collection on the confocal

microscope.

The work presented in this chapter was accepted for publication in the Journal of

Cellular Biochemistry, Volume 93, (August 2004).



CHAPTER V

XRCC3 IS RECRUITED TO DNA DOUBLE STRAND BREAKS

EARLY AND INDEPENDENT OF RAD51

Abstract

Rad51-mediated homologous recombination (HR) is essential for maintenance of genome

integrity. The Xrcc3 protein functions in HR DNA repair, and studies suggest it has

multiple roles at different stages in this pathway. Defects in vertebrate 
XRCC3 result in

elevated levels of spontaneous and DNA damage-induced chromosomal abnormalities, as

well as increased sensitivity to DNA damaging agents. Formation of DNA damaged-

induced nuclear Rad51 foci requires Xrcc3 and the other Rad51 paralog proteins

(Rad51B, Rad51C, Rad51D, Xrcc2), thus supporting a model in which an early function

of Xrcc3 involves promoting assembly of active Rad51 repair complexes. However, it is

not known whether Xrcc3 or other Rad51 paralog proteins accumulate at DNA breaks,

and if they do whether their stable association with breaks requires Rad51. Here we

report for the first time that Xrcc3 forms distinct foci in human cells and that nuclear

Xrcc3 begins to localize at sites of DNA damage within 10 minutes after radiation

treatment. RNAi-mediated knock down of Rad51 has no effect on the DNA damage-

induced localization of Xrcc3 to DNA breaks. Our data are consistent with a model in

which Xrcc3 associates directly with DNA breaks independent of Rad51 , and

subsequently facilitates formation of the Rad51 nucleoprotein fiament.
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Introduction

HR is an important pathway in mamalian cells for the repair of DNA double-strand

breaks (DSBs) that result from exposure to exogenous DNA damaging agents as well as

during normal metabolic processes such as DNA replication and meiotic chromosomal

alignment (Pierce et al., 1999; Thompson and Schild, 2001). HR is essential for the

maintenance of genome integrity, as defects in this pathway have been shown to result in

chromosomal abnormalities that correlate with a number of cancers (Thompson and

Schild , 2002). In this pathway, the ends of a DSB are processed by endonucleases to

produce a ssDNA tail onto which the Rad51 recombinase is loaded to form a

nucleoprotein fiament. Rad51 provides the central activity of HR by catalyzing strand

exchange between the damaged DNA and an undamaged homologous chromosome , most

frequently a sister chromatid, resulting in the formation of cross-over structues referred

to as Hollday junctions (Sung et al. , 2003; West, 2003). Genetic evidence demonstrates

that successful initiation and completion of HR depends on the function of a group of

strcturally related proteins referred to as Rad51 paralogs: Rad51B, Rad51C, Rad51D

Xrcc2 and Xrcc3 (Tebbs et aI., 1995; Liu et al. , 1998; Morrson and Takeda, 2000;

Takata et al., 2001; Thompson and Schild, 2001; Yoshihara et al., 2004). For example,

knock-out of each of the paralog genes in chicken DT40 cells resulted in increased

sensitivity to DNA damaging agents and elevated levels of chromosomal abnormalities

(Takata et al., 2001). Specific protein-protein interactions between Rad51 paralog

proteins have been demonstrated (Schild et al. , 2000) and several complexes have been

identified (Kurumizaka et al. , 2001; Kuruzaka et al. , 2002; Masson et aI. , 2001a;

Masson et al., 2001b; Sigurdsson et al., 2001; Wiese et al. , 2002).



Recent studies of Xrcc3 suggest that it has a remarkably diverse set of functions and acts

both early and late in the HR pathway. Xrcc3 has been shown to play an active role in

DNA damage-induced replication fork slowing, a function that occurs early in the HR

pathway (Henr-Mowatt et aI. , 2003). Defects in fork slowing in both hamster and

chicken XRCC3- cells were corrected by either introduction of a human XRCC3 cDNA

or by inclusion of purified human Rad51C-Xrcc3 complex in a permeabilzed cell

replication assay (Henry-Mowatt et al., 2003). Several lines of work also suggest that

Xrcc3 functions during the late stages of HR. For example, defective processing of

recombination intermediates is observed in both hamster and Arabidopsis XRCC3- cells

(Bleuyard and White, 2004; Brenneman et al. , 2002), and recent studies suggest that

human Xrcc3 plays a direct role in Hollday junction resolution (Liu et aI. , 2004).

Another early function for Xrcc3 likely involves recruitment of Rad51 to the sites of

DSBs. Many proteins directly involved in the cataysis of HR appear in distinct nuclear

structures termed foci (Haaf et al. , 1995; Liu and Maizels , 2000; Essers et al. , 2002; Tan

et al., 1999) and their accumulation at sites of DNA damage suggests that these are active

centers of DNA repair (Raderschall et al. , 1999; Tashiro et al. , 2000; Aten et al. , 2004).

To date , only Rad51 has been studied regarding the requirement of other factors for its

appearance within DNA damaged-induced foci. For example , in hamster, chicken and

human cell lines, formation of damage-induced nuclear Rad51 foci requires Xrcc3

(Bishop et al. , 1998; Takata et al., 2001; Yoshihara et al. , 2004). Studies using a chicken

cell line show that formation of Rad51 foci also requires the other Rad51 paralog proteins



(Takata et al., 2001). Despite their requirement at this early step in the HR pathway, it

has not been determned whether any of the five Rad51 paralog proteins accumulate at

the site of a DNA break. In the present study, using a combination of immunostaining,

transient expression of fluorescent fusion proteins and RNA interference, we show that

Xrcc3 forms discrete nuclear foci that localize to DSBs, and that this occurs independent

of Rad51.

Results

Immunostaining of HEK293 cells shows the presence of Rad51 in both the cytoplasm

and nucleus (Figure 5. , A-C), consistent with previous results (Yoshikawa et al., 2000).

IR Rad51siRNA
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Figure 5.1 . Localization of Xrcc3 to DNA double strand breaks does not require Rad51. HEK293
cells wer((immunostained for yH2AX (red) and either Rad51 (green) or Xrcc3 (green). Nuclei are
stained with DAPI (blue). Where indicated, cells were exposed to 10 Gy ionizing radiation (IR +), and
were fixed 60 minutes after exposure. Cells treated with Rad51-specific siRNA (Rad51 siRNA +)
were transfected 16 hours prior to ionizing radiation exposure. Cells in each panel are typical of ::90%
of the total observed in a minimum of three independent experiments.



Exposure to ionizing radiation (10 Gy) results in an increase in both the number and size

of nuclear Rad51 foci (Figure 5. , compare panels B and E). At the one hour time point

shown in Figure 5. 1 some of the nuclear Rad51 has begun to co-localize with yH2AX

(Figure 5. , D-F), a phosphorylated histone varant (H2AX) that serves as a marker for

sites of DSBs (Rogakou et al., 1998). Our data in Figure 5. 1 also reveal for the first time

the presence of Xrcc3 foci. We find that discrete, small Xrcc3 foci are present in both the

cytoplasm and nucleus in the absence of DNA damage (Figure 5. , M-O). Similar to

Rad51, following exposure to ionizing radiation nuclear Xrcc3 foci are larger, greater in

number and begin to localize to DNA break sites withn one hour (Figure 5. , P-R).

Therefore, it appears that exposure to ionizing radiation results in the redistribution of

nuclear Xrcc3 to sites of DNA damage , and that Rad51 and Xrcc3 accumulate at the sites

of DNA breaks.

Previous studies have shown that Xrcc3 is required for formation of Rad51 nuclear foci

upon DNA damage (Bishop et al., 1998; Takata et al. , 2001; Yoshihara et al. , 2004). Our

results above provide the first evidence that this function of Xrcc3 is likely to occur

directly at the site of the DNA break. This , together with the fact that Xrcc3 interacts

directly with Rad51 (Schild et al., 2000), raises the question of whether stable association

of Xrcc3 with DNA break sites requires the presence of Rad51. Therefore, we asked

whether the DNA damage-induced localization of Xrcc3 to the sites of DSBs is

dependent on Rad51. HEK293 cells transfected with a Rad51-specific siRNA showed a

significant reduction in the amount of Rad51 prior to treatment of cells with ionizing

radiation (Figure 5. , G-I) and eliminated greater than 90% of the damage-induced



nuclear Rad51 foci (Figure 5. 1, J-L). However, treatment of cells with Rad51 siRNA had

no visible effect on the Xrcc3 staining pattern either before or after DNA damage. Xrcc3

stil formed small pre-damage foci in both the cytoplasm and nucleus (Figure 5. , S-U).

Following treatment with ionizing radiation, nuclear Xrcc3 foci increased in both number

and size, and showed a partal localization to DSBs similar to that seen in the presence of

Rad51 (Figure 5. , V -X). As expected, treatment of cells with Rad51-specific siRNA

prohibited resolution of DSBs and resulted in cell death (data not shown).

The specificity of the Rad51 siRNA was confirmed using a RA51-GFP trans gene

caring silent mutations (RA51SM-GFP) rendering it immune to the action of the

siRNA. Western blot analysis shows that co-transfection of the siRNA and Rad51SM-

GFP depletes the cells of 90% of the endogenous Rad51 while expression of

Rad51SM-GFP is maintained (Figure 5.2A). The absence of Rad51 foci in siRNA

treated HEK293 cells was rescued by co-transfection with RA51SM-GFP which forms

DNA damage-induced nuclear foci similar to those seen with the endogenous protein

(Figure 5.2B and Figure 5. , J-L). We confirmed the functional relevance of the

Rad51SM-GFP protein in the early stages of HR by recapitulating previous results using

the Xrcc3-deficient irslSF hamster cell line (Bishop et al. , 1998). Expression of

Rad51SM-GFP in irslSF cells resulted in formation of no damaged-induced Rad51 foci

(Figure 5.2C). However, co-expression with HsXRCC3 cDNA resulted in recovery of

Rad51 focus formation following exposure to ionizing radiation (Figure 5.2C). The fact

that Xrcc3 localizes to DSBs independent of Rad51 prompted us to look into the timing

of DNA damage-induced Xrcc3 and Rad51 focus formation.
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Figure 5.2 - RNAi-mediated knock-down of Rad51 and rescue using a Rad51-GFP fusion
protein. (A) Western blot showing expression of both endogeneous Rad51 and the
Rad51SM-GFP protein (lane 1), specific RNAi-mediated knock-down of endogeneous Rad51
but not the fusion protein carrying silent mutations in the targeted region of the Rad51

sequence, Rad51SM-GFP (lane 2) and RNAi knock-down of both endogenous Rad51 and a
Rad51-GFP fusion expressed from a wild tye 

RAD51-GFP gene (lane 3). (B) HEK293 cells

transfected with a plasmid carryig the RAD51SM-GFP transgene were co-transfected with
a Rad51-specific siRNA duplex and treated with 10 Gy ioniing radiation (IR) as indicated.

Cells exposed to radiation were incubated for 60 min before fiation. (C) 
XRCC3- chese

hamster ovary cells (irs1SF) were transfected with a plasmid carrying the 
RAD51 SM-GFP

transgene or co-transfected with ths plasmid and another carrying the wild tye HsXRCC3

gene. Cells were exposed to 10 Gy ionizing radiation and grown for 60 mi before fixation.



If Xrcc3 is required for damage-induced Rad51 focus formation, but not the converse,

then Xrcc3 may be localized to the site of a DSB prior to Rad51 in order to facilitate

recruitment of Rad51. To observe the timing of Rad51 and Xrcc3 focus formation

HEK293 cells were fixed at 10, 30 and 60 minutes following exposure to 10 Gy ionizing

radiation, and immunostained for endogenous Rad51 and Xrcc3. We find that both

Xrcc3 and Rad51 nuclear foci begin to appear within 10 minutes after treatment with
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Figue. 5.3 Rad5l and Xrcc3 localze to DNA double strand breaks within 10 min following
exposure to ionizing radiation. HEK293 cells were fixed 10, 30 and 60 min following exposure to 10
Gy ionizing radation. Cells were immunostained for yH2AX (red) and Rad5l (green) in the left
three panels, and for yH2AX (red) and Xrcc3 (green) in the right thee panels. Profies at the right of
each image indicate the fluorescence intensity of the green and red chanels (measured
independently) along the yellow line in the corresponding image.

ionizing radiation, and these foci show a parial co-localization with DSBs as indicated

by yH2AXfoci (Figure 5.3). The incidence of co-localization for several yH2AX foci

(red) and either Rad51 or Xrcc3 foci (green) is displayed in the profies to the right of



each image in Figure 5.3. The fluorescence intensity (y-axis) is plotted against the

position of the focus along the yellow line in the image (x-axis). The only other report of

Rad51 focus formation at early times after damage (.: 60 min) noted that approximately

1 % of human fibroblast cells (line Hs68) showed DNA damage-induced nuclear Rad51

foci 10 min after exposure to 9 Gy y-irradiation (Haa et al., 1995). However, we find

that over 80% of HEK293 cells show an increase in nuclear Rad51 foci 10 min after

exposure to 10 Gy y-irradiation. The importce of our results lies in the fact that we

observe a parial co-localization of these foci specifically to the site of DNA breaks and

that both Rad51 and Xrcc3 begin to associate with breaks as early as 10 min post DNA

damage. Under the conditions used we canot determine whether both Rad51 and Xrcc3

are associated together at any particular yH2AX focus , but this method is currently under

development.

Discussion

The data presented here provide new insights into a developing model regarding the

dynamcs of recombinational repair proteins (Essers et al. , 2002; Yu et al. , 2003; Aten et

al., 2004) and the function of Rad51 paralogs. We provide the first demonstration of

DNA damage-inducible redistrbution of Xrcc3 within the cell and formation of Xrcc3

nuclear foci that localize to the sites of DSBs. Additionally, we show that both Xrcc3

and Rad51 appear at the sites of breaks within 10 minutes following exposure to ionizing

radiation. Importtly, we demonstrate that formation of DNA break-associated nuclear

Xrcc3 foci occurs independent of Rad51. Within the context of other studies regarding

the function of Rad51 paralog proteins and the dynamics of recombinational repair



proteins following DNA damage , our data supports the following model (Figure 5.4) for

the action of Xrcc3 early in the HR pathway.

The fact that formation of DNA damage-induced Rad51 nuclear foci requires the

presence of Xrcc3 (Bishop et al., 1998; Takata et aI. , 2001; Yoshihara et al. , 2004), and

that we now show Xrcc3 beginning to localize with DNA breaks within 10 minutes

following exposure to DNA damage, strongly suggests that Xrcc3 acts specifically at the

site of a DNA break to assist in the formation of Rad51 foci, most likely by promoting

assembly of the Rad51 nucleoprotein fiament. Yu et at. (2003) recently reported that

approximately 20% of nuclear Rad51 is sequestered in an immobile complex by virtue of

its association with BRCA2, and that it is this pool of Rad51 that is selectively mobilzed

following replication arest. However, this mobilzation is preceded by a 60-75 minute

delay. We find that DNA break-associated Rad51 foci form within the first 10 minutes

following DNA damage, suggesting that the Rad51 in these early foci is derived from a

pool other than that associated with BRCA2 , perhaps either the fraction that is immobile

due to Rad51 self-association or the approximate 60% of Rad51 that constitutes the

mobile fraction (Yu et aI. , 2003). Because Xrcc3 forms nuclear foci at the sites of breaks

independent of Rad51 we propose that specific protein-protein interactions between

Xrcc3 and Rad51 at the DNA break site are directly involved in formation of a Rad51

nucleoprotein fiament. This function of Xrcc3 would not necessarly require that it

arves earlier than Rad51 at a DNA break site. We find that both proteins are associated

with DNA breaks within 10 minutes after ionizing radiation treatment, but earlier

measurements wil be needed to provide more detail about the kinetics of the association



of repair proteins with DNA breaks. Whether the BRCA2-associated Rad51 is delivered

directly to the site of damage, or upon damage BRCA2 releases bound Rad51 into the

mobile pool, specific association of Rad51 with Xrcc3 would again promote assembly of

Rad51 into nucleoprotein filaments. Although we curently have no information on the

cellular localization of Rad51 C either before or after DNA damage, we have included

Rad51C in the model (Figure 5.4) because Xrcc3 forms a specific heterodimeric complex

with this protein (Masson et aI. , 2001b; Wiese et aI. , 2002). The Rad51C/Xrcc3 dimer

a.dSl 
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Figure. 5.4 Model for an early fuction of Xrcc3 in the homologous recombination
pathway. Given that our data shows Xrcc3 focus formation at the site of a DNA break
10 minutes after exposure to ionizing radiation, it is likely that at least one fuction of
Xrcc3 occus directly at the site of the break. The Rad51C/Xrcc3 heterodimer binds
single-strand DNA !Masson et aL, 2001) at the break and though direct interactions

between Xrcc3 and Rad51, mediates the formation of the Rad51 nucleoprotein
fiament. Rad51 that forms foci with 10 miutes after DNA damage is likely
derived from a mobile pool of Rad51 (Yu et aL, 2003) whereas BRCA2-bound Rad51

(Yu et aL, 2003) may contribute to formation of Rad51 foci at later times.

associates with single-stranded but not double-stranded DNA (Masson et aI. , 2001a), and

therefore may be able to rapidly associate with the single-stranded regions that appear

early at a break. Recent data shows that the stabilty of the Rad51 C/Xrcc3 dimer is



regulated by A TP binding and hydrolysis by Xrcc3 (Yamada et al. , 2004). Given that

Rad51 and each of the five Rad51 paralog proteins has an A TP binding site , regulation of

the varety of protein-protein interactions required for the establishment of active repair

complexes early in the HR pathway may be mediated by specific A TP binding and

turnover events. In fact, recent studies by Shim et ai. (2004) suggest that Xrcc2 acts as

an NTP exchange factor by stimulating ATP processing by Rad51 in a Rad51D-

dependent manner.

We consistently find a larger number of Xrcc3 foci relative to Rad51 foci in the nucleus

as well as the cytoplasm both before and after exposure to DNA damage. Although we

currently do not understand the relationship between these differences in number and

localization, further studies are designed to address this issue. While much remains to be

discovered about the dynamcs and function of recombinational repair proteins , work in

this study provides importt new information about the DNA damage-induced

redistribution and site of action of the Xrcc3 protein early in the homologous

recombinational DNA repair pathway.

Materials and Methods

Cell Lines and Transfections. HEK293 cells were obtained from ATCC and were

maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1 

PeniStrep. In preparation for transfection cells were maintained in DMEM plus 10%

FBS. Chinese hamster ovaran (CHO) irslSF cells (XRCC3- were maintained in

DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 1 % PeniStrep and 1 % non-essential amino acids.



The RA51-GFP plasmid was made by inserting the HsRA51 gene into the SalI -Agel

sites in the multicloning site of pEGFP-NI (Clontech). The RA51SM- GFP (SM =

ilent tations) was made by introducing several silent base changes in the siRNA

targeted region of the wild type RA51 sequence. Transfection of both a Rad51-specific

siRNA duplex (Qiagen) and plasmids was performed using a lipid transfection method

(Lipofectaine 2000, Invitrogen). A control siRNA against lamin A/C and a 3'

fluorescein labeled control siRNA with no matches in the human genome (Qiagen, cat#

1022079) showed no effect on Rad51 or Xrcc3 focus formation, or protein levels as

determned by Western blots , when transfected into HEK293 cells (data not shown).

When used together the siRNA and plasmid were co-transfected.

Antibodies. Prmar antibodies used for immunofluorescence staining were mouse anti-

phospho-histone H2AX biotin conjugate (clone JBW301 , Upstate Biotechnology), mouse

anti-Rad51 (clone 3ClO , Upstate Biotechnology), mouse anti-Xrcc3 (lOFl/6, Novus

Biologicals, Inc.) and all were diluted 1:500. Alexa 488 and Alexa 555 (Molecular

Probes), and Immunopure Streptavidin Rhodamne Conjugate (Pierce) secondary

antibodies were diluted 1: 1000. All dilutions were in PBS containing 1 % BSA. DNA

was counterstained with Vectashield Fluorescent Mounting Media contaning DAPI (4'

diamdino- phenylindole; Vector Laboratories).

Immunostaining and Confocal Microscopy. Cells were grown on coverslips in a 6 well

dish. For fixation, media was aspirated off and cells were washed once with PBS and

immersed in 100% methanol at -20 oC for 5 minutes. Cells were blocked in PBS



containing 4% BSA overnght at 4 oc. Mter blocking, cells were washed five times for

five minutes each with PBS. Incubation with both primar and secondar antibodies was

performed in 6 well dishes for 1 hr at 37 oC in a humid environment using a slide warer

(Fisher). Cells were washed five times for five minutes each in PBS after incubation with

both primar and secondar antibodies. Coverslips were mounted using Vectashield with

DAPI and sealed with polyurethane (nail polish) then stored in the dark at 4 o

Visualization of immunostains was performed by confocal microscopy using a Leica

TCS SP2 AOBS instrment and image processing was performed using the

accompanying Leica Confocal Software TCS SP2.

Damage-Induced DNA Double Strand Breaks. Cells were exposed to 10 Gy ionizing

radiation (13Cs) using a Gammacell40 (MDS Nordion Ottawa, ON Canada). Mter

exposure cells were allowed to recover at 37 oC (5% CO ) for the indicated times. Cells

were then methanol fixed and prepared for immunostaning.

Western Blotting. HEK293 cells were transfected with the appropriate transgene and/or

siRNA as indicated (Figure 5.2A). Cells were harvested 20 hrs. post transfection washed

with PBS and lysed with RIPA bufer (25 mM Tris pH 7.4, 0.5% trton X- 100 , 0.

sodium deoxycholate , 0.05% sodium dodecyl sulfate , 0.05 mM EDTA pH 7.0, 75 mM

NaCI) and total protein was determned with BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce).

Acrylamde mini-gels (10%) were run with 80 f.g of total protein in each lane and

transferred to PVDF membranes overnght at 200 mV in transfer bufer (192 mM

glycine , 25mM Tris , 20% methanol). Membranes were incubated in blocking bufer (10



mM Tris-HCL pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl , 0.025% Tween 20) containing 15% instant nonfat

dry milk for 45 min. Rad51 primar antibodies (Oncogene #PC130) were added

(1:3,000) in blocking bufer contaning 2% instat nonfat dry milk for 1 hr. and

membranes were washed five times for 5 min. each in blocking bufer. Peroxidase

conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (Pierce #31462) were added (1: 12 000) for 1

hr and membranes washed as above. Membranes were incubated with LumiGLO

chemilurnescent substrate (KPL #54-61-01) for 1 min. , exposed to X-ray fim and

developed (Kodak 2000A XOMA T processor).



PREFACE FOR CHAPTER VI

In this chapter I provide data that suggests A TP binding and hydrolysis is required for the

function of Rad51 in repairing ionizing radiation induced DNA damage. This is part of

an ongoing investigation into the requirement of ATP by human Rad51.

I designed a system utilzing RNAi to efficiently knock-down Rad51 allowing expression

of mutant proteins e.g. K133A , K133R, in either the presence or absence of the wild-type

endogenous protein. Cells transiently expressing these mutants were evaluated for their

abilty to repair DNA damage using a comet assay that directly quantifies DNA damage.

Yeast two-hybrid and co-immunoprecipitation experiments were performed by Matt

Loftus.



CHAPTER VI

A TP BINDING AND HYDROLYSIS IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE

ABILITY OF HUMAN RAD51 TO REPAIR IONIZING RADIATION

INDUCED DNA DAMAGE

Introduction

The E. coli RecA protein forms a nucleoprotein fiament in an A TP dependant manner.

This RecA/ATP/ssDNA complex is the key active catalytic component in the HR

pathway responsible for the efficient repair of DSBs (Roca and Cox , 1990;

Kowalczykowski et al. , 1994). The human homolog, Rad51, is highly conserved in a 207

amno acid core domain which contains the Walker A and Walker B motifs (Yoshimura

et al., 1993; Shinohara et aI. , 1993). Both RecA and Rad51 proteins share a number of

similarties including in vitro activities such as A TP binding, DNA-dependent A TP

hydrolysis, ssDNA and dsDNA binding, strand annealing and strand exchange (Benson et

al., 1994; Bauman et al. , 1996; Gupta et al. , 1997; De Zutter and Knight, 1999). A

combination of electron microscopy and more recently Rad51 X-ray crystallography have

revealed many structural similarties between the fiaments of RecA and Rad51 from

human , yeast and archae (1993; Egelman and Stasiak, 1986; Ogawa et al. , 1993;

Pellegrini et al. , 2002; Shin et al. , 2003; Conway et al. , 2004).

Despite the high degree of structural and functional similarty, there are fundamental

differences in the way that these two homologs catalyze the DNA strand exchange



reaction leading to DSB repair. For example, the DNA dependant ATPase capabilty 

RecA is approximately 30-fold higher than that of Rad51 (Gupta et al. , 1997). RecA can

independently catalyze in vitro strand exchange while Rad51 requires additional

cofactors including RPA and/or Rad52 and in some instances Rad54 (Kowalczykowski et

al. , 1994; Bauman et al. , 1996; Bauman and West, 1997; Benson et al. , 1998).

Additionally, A TP and A TPyS induce a high afinity binding state of RecA for ssDNA

while for Rad51 , NTP has surprisingly little effect on the equilbrium binding afinity for

ssDNA (Silver and Fersht, 1982; Silver and Fersht, 1983; Menetski and

Kowalczykowski , 1985; De Zutter and Knght, 1999). While ATP is a required cofactor

for HsRad51-mediated strand exchange , its mechanstic role remains undefined.

For RecA , the A site of the NTP binding consensus sequence (GXXXXGKT/S) has been

the taget of several studies involving a conservative mutation, K-R, that allows binding

of ATP but is defective for ATP hydrolysis (Rehrauer and Kowalczykowski , 1993;

Bedale and Cox , 1996; MacFarland et al., 1997). Currently in the literature there are two

conficting sets of data acquired though different methods as to whether or not A TP

hydrolysis is an essential function of human Rad51. Morrson et aI. created RA51-

chicken DT40 cells in which high-level expression of the human Rad51 K133R mutat

allowed the cells to remain viable (Morrson et al., 1999). They were unable to make cell

lines expressing the human K133A mutat, suggesting that this is due to a dominant

negative effect as reported for the same mutation in yeast (Chanet et al. , 1996). Upon

evaluation of cells expressing the human Rad51 K133R mutat they concluded that these

cells car out normal levels of recombinational repair following treatment with y-



radiation, showed fewer numbers of DNA damage-induced nuclear Rad51 foci and a

reduced level of homologous recombination-dependent gene tageting (Morrson et al.,

1999). Another approach to address the role of ATP in Rad51 catalyzed repair of DSBs

by Stak et ai. (2002) was to evaluate the same mutat human proteins (K133A and

K133R) in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cell lines. They created a mouse ES cell line

expressing the human Rad51 K133R protein at levels comparable to the endogenous

mouse Rad51 whose expression was retaned in a dominant negative approach (Stark et

al. 2002). As in the studies using chicken DT40 cells (Morrson et al. , 1999) they were

unable to create mouse ES clones expressing the human Rad51 K133A suggesting that its

expression is lethal (Stark et al. , 2002). They reported that expression of K133R results

in multiple types of DNA repair defects including homology directed repair of a

chromosomal DSB , as well as repair of damage induced by either mitomycin C or

ionizing radiation. In contrast to the findings of Morrson et ai. (1999) they concluded

that A TP hydrolysis by Rad51 plays a key role in HR and DNA repair.

Using the approach of studying human proteins in human cell lines we are in the process

of evaluating the functions of the Rad51 K133A and K133R mutants. Recent studies

have shown that A TP binding and turnover regulate certain protein-protein interactions

relevant to Rad51-mediated recombination (see Figure 6. 1). For example, and as

mentioned earlier in Chapter V , Yamada et ai. (2004) have shown that A TP binding and

hydrolysis by Xrcc3 regulates the stabilty of the Xrcc3/Rad51C heterodimer, and Shim

et ai. (2004) have shown that Xrcc2 serves as an NTP exchange factor by stimulating

ATP processing by Rad51 in a Rad51D-dependent maner. Therefore , in addition to



measurements of DNA repair, we also asked whether mutations in the Walker A site of

Rad51 had an effect on two well characterized protein-protein interactions , Rad51-Xrcc3

and Rad51-Brca2. Below , I describe our initial results using a combination of yeast two-

hybrid, co-immunoprecipitation and an ex vivo system to evaluate protein-protein

interactions and the DNA repair capability ofthese mutants relative to wild type Rad51.
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Figue 6.1 - Model for A TP regulation of events at a DSB. Yamada et al. have shown that A TP
binding to Xrcc3 regulates its interaction with Rad5lC and Shim et at. have suggested that XRCC2
may act as an ATP exchange factor for Rad51.
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Results

To analyze the abilty of the Rad51 K133A and K133R proteins to repair radiation-

induced DNA damage I utilzed a comet assay (single cell gel electrophoresis). Figure

2 shows typical

HEK293 cells prior to

and following damage

as indicated. HEK293

cells were transiently

transfected with

expression vectors

caring either control

or mutant trans genes

alone or co-transfected

with siRNA specific for

the endogenous Rad51

I .
Figu 2- Images of treated cells embedded in agaroseand processed
(see Materials and Methods). Images of cells are then analyzed with
Cometscoresoftware (Tritek) to obtain tal moment measurements.

mRNA. Following incubation to allow for protein expression, cells were exposed to

ionizing radiation and analyzed at 30 min and 10 h for repair of radiation-induced DSBs

(see MATERILS AND METHODS). Expression of trans genes in the absence of

endogenous protein is accomplished by putting silent mutations in the coding region that

is tageted by the siRNA rendering the trans gene message immune to degradation while

the endogenous mRNA is still efficiently degraded. As previously reported by Essers 

ai. we found that when GFP is fused to the amino-termnus of Rad51 the transgene 

functional but if GFP is fused to the carboxyl-terminus of Rad51 there is a significant
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deficiency in the ability of the cells to undergo repair (Essers et al. , 2002). We also

observed that in the presence ofthe endogenous wild-type Rad51 (no Rad51 siRNA

transfected) both mutations display a dominant negative phenotype. As shown in Figure

3, cells expressing the K133A or K133R mutants present a dominant negative

phenotype and show a lack of abilty to repai DNA damage similar to results obtained

from control experiments where endogenous Rad51 was silenced. The expression of

K133R in the absence of endogenous (Rad51K133R + Rad51 siRNA) also showed a

defect in repair as expected. Surrisingly when we expressed the K133A mutation in the

absence of endogenous Rad51 (Rad51K133A + Rad51siRA) a significant level of

repair was observed.
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Figue 6.3 - Comet Assay data comparng the ability of HEK293 cells expressing indicated GFP fusions +/-
Rad51siRNA to repai y-radiation induced DNA damage as measured by tail moment. Data points are the

mean of three independent experiments analyzing a minimum of 50 cells in each experiment. Error bars were
calculated using the three experimental means for each condition.
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To test whether the known interactions of Rad51 with Xrcc3 and Brca2 are afected by

either the arginine or alanne substitutions at position 133, we used both yeast two-hybrid

and co-immunoprecipitation analyses. In a yeast two-hybrid assay full length Rad51

protein was tested for its interaction with the full length Xrcc3 protein or the BRC3

Figure 6. C()-immunoprecpitation assay GFRantibodies were use to pulLdown fusion proteins
along with associated proteins and blotted with Rad5 L antibodies (lanes l-6) or Xrcc3 antibodies
(lanes 7-12). . Lae 1 purfied Rad5 I marker. Extracts froIIcellsexpressing GFP"fusions as
follows; lane 2 GFR lane3Rild51-GFP, lane4Rad51K133A-GFP lane5Rad51K133R-GFP, lane

6Xrcc3-GFP, lane7XRCC3-GFP, lane 8 GFP lane 9 Rad51-GFP, Jane 10 Rad51K133A-GFP,
lane 11 Rad5JKl33R-GFP, lane 12 Xrcc3-GFP.

peptide from the Brca2 protein, as well as for Rad51 self-association. Wild type Rad51

as well as the two mutants gave strong positive results in all cases suggesting that the

interactions are not compromised (data from Matt Loftus). To further confirm the two-

hybrid results , co-immunoprecipitations were performed using extracts from cells

expressing GFP fusions of either Rad51 or Xrcc3 (Figure 6.4). As expected the Rad51-

GFP was able to pull down endogenous Rad51 (Figure 6.41ane 3) as well as Xrcc3

(Figure 6.4 lane 9). In lanes 3 - 5 the top-most band represents the full length Rad51-

GFP protein whereas bands immediately above and below endogenous Rad51 are

fragments of Rad51-GFP that we frequently observe in pull down experiments. Xrcc3-

GFP was able to pull down endogenous Rad51 although at minimally detectable levels

(Figure 6.4 lane 6). More importantly, Rad51 fusions caring each of the mutations
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(K133A and K133R) showed an interaction with endogenous Rad51 as well as Xrcc3

(lanes 4, 5 and lanes 10 , 11 , respectively).

Discussion

A TP has now been shown to playa critical role in the regulation of protein-protein

interactions essential for the successful repair of DSBs by homologous recombinational

repair (Shim et al. , 2004; Yamada et al., 2004). The data presented here provide support

for the hypothesis that ATP hydrolysis by Rad51 is crucial for its function in repairing

radiation-induced damage. For the first time we report a system in which we can study

mutant human protein function in the context of human cells. This allowed us to

specifically analyze the Rad51 K133R mutat, as well as the Rad51 K133A mutat for

which previous attempts were unsuccessful (Morrson et al., 1999; Stak et al. , 2002).

We have verified that a fusion of GFP to the termnus-termnus of Rad51 is unable to

compensate for the knock-down of endogenous Rad51 yet an amno-terminal fusion is

functional when compared to the abilty of normal HEK293 cells to repair radiation

induced damage (Figure 6.3). In agreement with the findings reported expressing human

Rad51 K133R in mouse ES cells , we show that both alanine and arginine substitutions at

position 133 result in a dominant negative phenotype and are not able to repair damage

induced DSBs (Stark et al. , 2002). Surprisingly when we looked at the ability of the

mutat proteins to function on their own, in the absence of endogenous (+Rad51siRNA),

the Rad51K133A substitution showed significant abilty to repair IR induced breaks

analyzed by comet assay. This is the first time anyone has been able to observe the

functionality of this human mutant protein in the context of human cells or any other cell
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line , attempts in mouse and chicken cells were previously unsuccessfull. The result that

when K133A is in combination with the wildtype endogenous Rad51 acts as a dominant

negative yet when is expressed alone in the absence of endogenous in functional is

interesting and currently more experiments are underway to clarfy this.

Unlike RecA, the afinity of human Rad51 for DNA is not afected by the presence of

A TP. Since A TP has been shown to regulate the interaction between Xrcc3 and Rad51 

we tested to see if known interactions between Rad51 and other proteins in the HR

pathway were disrupted by these ATP site mutations. We evaluated Rad51' s interaction

with Xrcc3 and Brca2 through the combination of a yeast two-hybrid assay and co-

immunoprecipitation. Interestingly, for both mutat proteins, K133A and K133R, two-

hybrid results revealed a strong interaction with wild type Rad51, Xrcc3 , and the BRC3

peptide from Brca2 (communication from Matt Loftus). These results were corroborated

using co-immunoprecipitation assays in which an Xrcc3-GFP fusion was shown to pull

down both mutant Rad51 proteins and GFP fusions to both mutants were able to pull

down Xrcc3 (Figure 6.4). Together, these data strongly suggest that interaction of Rad51

with Xrcc3 and Brca2 is not compromised by inhibition of Rad51 ATP hydrolysis or

binding.

If A TP does not playa role in DNA binding, Xrcc3 interaction or Brca2 interaction then

why is it essential for Rad51-mediated HR? Current studies are underway in our lab to

investigate a potential role in the regulation of other essential protein-protein interactions.

Also, we are developing an assay to assess the possibilty that ATP is required by the
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active RadSI nucleoprotein fiament to bind a homologous dsDNA template. Regardless

of specific mechanstic role for A TP, we conclude that A TP hydrolysis by RadSI 

indeed essential for the repair of radiation induced breaks by HR in human cells.

Materials and Methods

Cells HEK293 cells were obtaned from A TCC and were maintaned in DMEM

supplemented with 10% feta bovine serum (FBS) and 1 % PeniStrep. In preparation for

transfection cells were maintaned in DMEM plus lO%FBS.

Vectors and siRNA The RadSl-GFP and GFP-RadSI plasmids were constructed by

inserting the human RA51 gene into the SalI-AgeI sites in the multicloning site of

pEGFP-NI or pEGFP-CI vectors respectively (Clontech). The GFP-RadSlSM (SM =

.silent tations) was made by introducing several silent base changes in the siRNA

targeted region of the wild type RA51 sequence makng the message immune to the

effect of adS 1 siRNA. The K133A and K133R mutations were constrcted from the

parental GFP-Rad51SM vectors with Quickchange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). Xrcc3-

GFP was constrcted by insertng the HsXrcc3 gene into the SaI-AgeI sites in the

multicloning site of pEGFP-NI vector (Clontech). SiRNA for RadSI was purchased

from Qiagen. When transfected into HEK293 cells a controI3' fluorescein labeled

control siRNA with no matches in human genome (Qiagen, cat# 1022079) had no effect

on protein levels as determned by Western blots (data not shown). When used together

the siRNA and plasmid were co-transfected. Transfections of DNA and/or siRNA (4!tg

DNA or 10 nM siRNA per well of a 6-well plate) were performed using a lipid

transfection method (Lipofectane 2000, Invitrogen).
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Comet assay Cells were seeded in a 6-well plate at 0. 8x10 24 hours prior to transfection.

The indicated expression vectors and/or siRNA were transfected. Following a 24 hour

incubation to allow for uptake and expression or knock-down cells were exposed to 7.5

Gy of ionizing radiation (13Cs) using a Gamace1l40 (MDS Nordion Ottawa , ON

Canada). 30 minutes or 10 hours post irradiation cells were collected and mixed with

5% lo-melt argarose. ",10,000 cells in a volume of 50!tL were spotted on a glass slide

previously coated with 1 % normal-melt argarose and a coverslip was placed immediately

over the cells. Once the agarose solidified the coverslip was removed and an additional

50!tL of 0.5% low-melt agarose without cells was layered on top and the coverslip

replaced to allow for the agarose to harden. The coverslips are then removed and the

slides placed in fresh Lysing solution (2.5M NaCl , 100mM EDTA, lOmM Trizma base

1 % Triton X- lOO, 10% DMSO) and kept at 4 C overnight. Following lysis slides were

rinsed 3X for 5 minutes each washed (O.4M Tris pH7.5). Slides were then placed in

electrophoresis bufer (300mM NaOH, ImM EDT A) in horizontal gel boxes and

incubated for 20 minutes prior to running them at 25 volts for 15 minutes. The slides

were then removed from electrophoresis bufer and washed 3X for 5 minutes each in

neutralization bufer (OAM Tris pH7.5). Slides were then stained with 2!tg/mL ethidium

bromide in water and images were obtained with a fluorescent microscope (Axioskop2

plus, Zeiss). Images were analyzed with Cometscore software (Tritek software). Tail

moment is defined as %DNA in Tail * Tail Length.

Co- immunoprecipition Cells were transfected with appropriate vector in a 6-well plate in

triplicate. 24 hours post transfection cells were collected and washed with PBS. Pelleted
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cells were resuspended in IS0pL lysis bufer (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, ISO mM KCl,

lOmM MgCI2, and SO pg/mL digitonin) with protease inhibitors and incubated on ice for

10 minutes. Following centrfugation at max speed in a microcentrifuge supernatat was

transferred to a new eppendorf tube and assayed for total protein content using BCA

assay (Pierce). Pre-clearing was accomplished by mixing 200pg total protein with 2Spl

protein G magnetic beads (NEB SI42SS) and incubated at 4 C with gentle rocking. The

tubes were then placed in a magnetic rack for 1 minute and the supernatant was

transferred to a clean tube. 12.S pI (Spg) of anti-GFP mouse monoclonal IgG antibody

was added to the pre-cleared supernatant and gently rocked for 1 hour at 4 C. Beads

were washed 3X with lysis bufer. Beads were then resuspended in 30pl of Laemmli

loading bufer incubated at 100 C and placed in the magnetic rack to separate beads out.

The entire sample was then loaded on SDS-PAGE gel. Western blots were then

performed as described in Chapter V using primary antibodies for either RadSI (1:3,000

Oncogene PC130) or Xrcc3 (I:S OOO Novus NB100-16S) and goat anti-rabbit HRP

conjugate (1:12 000 Pierce 31462).
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CHAPTER VII

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The structural and mechanistic studies I performed on the bacterial RecA protein

described in Chapters II- , provide novel information regarding two classes of residues

that have specific functional and/or structural roles at the subunit interface in the RecA

fiament. Initially I we identified residues involved in maintaining the structural stabilty

of the fiament, e.g. Lys6, Arg28 and Asp139. We then identified Phe217 as a key

residue in the transmission of allosteric information from one subunit to the next upon

A TP binding. This finding is not only significant to the RecA field but to others

interested in the mechanstic detals of NTP mediated allosteric events. For studies of the

human Rad51 protein I realized that it would be difficult to take a similar

structure/function approach because a method to accurately analyze mutant protein

function in the context of a living human cell had yet to be developed. As described in

Chapters V and VI , I established a method that now permts this type of analysis. We are

now able to evaluate the function of any given mutant DNA repair protein in the presence

or absence of the wild-type endogenous protein in human cells , even in the case of

. essential genes for which knockout cell lines cannot be made. Pror to this development,

researchers in the field were forced to express human proteins in other mammalian cell

lines such as chicken, hamster or mouse, clearly this provided valuable information, but

recent work shows that human cells may respond quite differently to defects in HR than
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do other mammalian lines. Therefore , there was an obvious need to develop a cell

biological system using human cells.

In brief this system utilizes RNAi to knock-down a specific target gene while the

trans gene carres silent base changes rendering it immune to the action of the siRNA.

Cells can then be assayed for their abilty to repair induced DNA damage. Another

benefit is the abilty to visualize and monitor specific proteins within the cell. This can

be accomplished in live cells in real-time through fusions to fluorescent proteins such as

GFP or in fixed cells that are processed and stained with varous antibodies. Other

researchers in our lab are now building on my basic set-up to knock-down specific HR

proteins , analyze the overall DNA repair capabilty of the cell , and assess the localization

of other HR proteins. With these tools now in hand, the potential exists to explore the

timing and order-of-addition as HR proteins assemble at the sites of DSBs. For example

one could knock-down a specific protein whose presence or interaction with other

proteins is implicated in the progression of HR and simultaneously track the effect on

localization of multiple other proteins.

A combination of this cellular system, traditional biochemical assays and genetic

analyses wil allows us to analyze many components of the human HR pathway, and wil

provide a better understanding of the mechanstic details , as well as the links between HR

and other cellular pathways involved in DNA damage signaling, DNA replication and

cell cycle progression.
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